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Brief Summary of Progress

1. Double Beta Decay of _6Xe with the Caltech Hit,,_hPressure

Time Projection Chamber.

t F. Boehm, H. Henrikson,and K. Lou (Caltech)

j J. Busto, V. Jorgens, M. Treichel,J.C. Vuilleumier,J.-L.Vuille_nier (Neuchatei),K. Gabathuler (PSI)

I The hish pressure enriched 136Xe time projection chamber built at Caltech and

i installed in the Gotthard tunnel laboratory in Switzerland,has been operating sinceearly 1991. To date, about 6830 h of data have been accumulated and analyzed. An

i extensive publication describin8 the results has been written and submitted to Phys.Rev. D (see CALT 63-651 in Progress Report Section). Results hay= also been

i presented at several APS meetings and at Neutrino-92 in Granada. At the presenttime we have the most sensitive data for double beta decay in l"_Xe setting limits for

t the neutrinoless double beta decay half life of Ta/2 > 3.4x1023Y(90% CL). The result-in8 neutrino mass limit is about 2.SeV and the limit for the majomn coupling is 2.4

i xl0 4. These results have comparable sensitivity to those from recent %Ge decayexperiments and are currentlyin the forefront of low energyneutrino physics. Ours is

the only TPC experiment with high sensitivityallowingexploration of the neutrinoless
I

I During 1991 and most of 1992, the TPC has worked well, with only occasional
down-time, mostly from a re-occurringproblem with the anode plane (small shifts in

I the gainmap as well as discharges).Recently, this problem with the anode has
exasperated. This, together with a new problemstemming from a slow deformationof

I the xy-plane has prevented us from runningthe TPC over extended periods. For that
reason, the TPC has been shut down in April 93 formajor repair. A new anode and a

|
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new xy-plane have been designed and will be built in Neuchatel and at PSI with the

help of subcontractors. Both should be ready for installation by late Fall 93.
/k
(l

With the TPC back on the air in late 1993, we anticipate to study the 2-neutrino

mode (using a reduced gas pressure of 2.5 arm in order to enlarge the low energy tra-

jectories) as well as the majoron mode. For the former, both enriched and depleted

xenon will be used to facilitate background subtraction, We anticipate to also attack

the problem of the dark matter. Data takingw/Hcontinue through 1994with the new

anode and xy plane, profiting from the stead/ly improving background conditions

(decreasing cosmogenic _Ge - _Ga background with half-life of 275d). In an attempt

to reduce radon-induced low energy backgroundwe have now drawn up plans and

ordered equipment for a refr/gerat/on unit to be installed in the Xe gas recirculation

line. Freezing out the radon should reduce the Th-chaln background so that we should

be able to identify the 2-neutrino mode (for which we presently have only an upper

limit). To further help the background situation, a muon veto has recently been t

installed.
q"

2. A 12 Ton Low Energy Neutrino Detector for Neutrino Oscillation
Studies at the San Onofre Reactor Station

Mark Chen, C. Delany, H. Henrikson, R. Hertenberger, N. Mascarenhas,

V. Novikov, F. Boehm and P. Vogel (Caltech)

As outlined in last year's Proposal and presented in detail in the accompanying

Report entitled "The Caltech Neutrino Experiment at San Onofre"we are designing a

12 ton liquid st_nt/llafion detector for studying neutrino oscillations via the reaction

Tep --. • +m O_r goal with this detector is to reach a sensitivity for the mass parame-

ter _rn2of 10"3eV2 for m/xing angles sin220 of _>0.1. The interest in studying the

range of the mass parameter _ 2 between 2)<10"2 (the limit from the Gosgen experi-

ment) and 10-3 has been triggered by recent results from the solar neutrino detectors

(Homestake, Kamiokande, Gallex) and from the anomalous atmospheric neutrino

ratio (see Appendix for a deta/led discussion).
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Our 12 ton Liquidscintillator will be installed at 0.65kin fi'om the San Onofre

reactors in a un[)ergroundvault at a shallowdepth of 25rowe. Both, the reaction posi-
m

trom with energies between 1 to 10MeV and the reaction neutrons will be detected. A

valid signal consists of a prompt coincidence between the positron and two 511 keV

annihilationgamma rays,followed by a delayed signal from a neutron capture gamma

ray. This scheme minimizes the fast neutron background as explained in the Appen-
dix.

Our detector comprises 32 segmented acrylic cells, each with dimensions of 9m x

0.5 m x 0.12m. We have developed a mineral oil based liquid scintillator with high

_ light yield (60 % of anthracene) and large attenuation length (10 m at 435 nm). The

scintillator cocktail can be prepared in-house at a significant saving. As an alternative

to the proton rich scintillator, we are also developing a Gd=loaded scintillator. Here

we are helped by earlier work in this lab using the commercial NE344a scintillator as

well as by our own chemical developments. The principal advantage of Gd-loaded i

scintillator is it's lower background owing in part to the shorter time window (100_s :

compared to 500_) and to the higher energy threshold (above 4MeV).

We have conducted extensive studies, both by experiments and by modeling, of

the parameters of the proposed 12 ton San Onofre Neutrino Detector relating to the

detector response, rate, efficiency, and background. The studies also include work on

two 2.5m prototype scintillator cells. A detailed account of all these investigations is

contained in the accompanying San Onofre Report.

Among the issues still under investigation are the neutron production yield and

neutron multiplicity from cosmic ray muous at 25rowe. While the muon-capture neu-

tron rates are fairly well documented in literature, there is a considerable spread in

reported _ta_n muon-spaUationrates For that reason we are now planning a dedi-

cated experimgnt on muon-nucleus interaction involving emission of neutrons to be
Imp

described below.

Experimental studies of the backgrounds have been carried out at Stanford (see

Appendix to San Onofre Report) and also in the reactor's tendon gallery. For this pur-

pose, a 140 liter 12 cell detector (re-using the Oosgen cells) has been fully instru-

mented in the 4-fold coincidence mode and installed in the tendon gallery 25m from

the core of the San-Onofre Unit 2. Besides studying backgrounds, the detector allows
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us to observe neutrino events (about 10/d). The detector is currently operating and

data taking is _progress. The reactor=offcycle to begin June 5, 1993, will provide
complementary background information. At the end of the current test run, the ten-

don gallery detector will be enlarged by the addition of 6 more cells (for a neutrino

event rate of about 20/d).

Inasmuch as the neutrino flux and spectrum are well known (to about 3%) at all

times, determined by reactor power and core history, and supplemented by experi-

mental studies and theoretical calculations of fission electron spectra (see Kwon et al.

and references quoted), our experiment does not require a monitor detector, as it

reties on the absolute detector calibration. Nevertheless we retain the option to use

the tendon gallery detector as a monitor. As in the case of our previous reactor experi-

ment at Goesgen, reactor-off cycles will play en important role in determining the

backgrounds (for details see attached San Onofre Report).

3. New Limits on the 17 keVNeutrino _

M. Chen, D. A. Imel, T.J. Radcliffe, H. Henrikson, and F. Boehm

Although several previous experiments, including one in 1984, using the Caltech

double focusing spectrometer, have clearly rejected the presence of the 17 keV neu-

trino announced by Simpson and Hime and others, we have been moved by strong

pressure from the _elievers _ to undertake a new measurements of the beta decay of

35S. Special attention was paid to the constancyof the magnetic field which was meas-

ured with the help of a fl_-gate magnetometer to 30ppm. Based on the new data

obtained in 19¢_2and 1993 we again reject, at the 6 erlevel, a neutrino in the energy

range between q2 and 22 keV admixed at 0.85% to the ordinaryfight neutrino.

With the help of an auxiliaryexperiment we have demonstrated that our spec-

trometer is sensitive to a "kink"in the spectrum such as that expected from an

admixed heavy neutrino. For this test an absorber foil was placed over part of the

source giving rise to a fractional retarded spectrum.

The work is described in Phys.Rev. Lett., and also the Proceedings of Neutrino-

92 (Granada). It constitutes part of the thesis of M. Chen.
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4. Time Reversal and Parity Tests for Hindered Nuclear Gamma Transitions

i.

B. Cook, H. Henrikson, V. Novikov, and F. Boehrn (Caltech)

Between 1991 and part of 1993 our Caltech 3He-4He dilution refrigerator (built

in 1970) has undergone extensive rebuilding as mentioned in last year's Report.

Among the recent renewal tasks was the manufacturing of a new continuous heat

exchanger, as well as the replacement of several vacuum lines. Recent rum with a

6°Co source implanted in Fe have demonstrated that the fridge operates again and

• reaches temperatures around 20 inK.

A lS2Ta source has been prepared by irradiation of lmg Ta metal chips at the

Missouri Research Reactor. Sources have been prepared by diffusing, in a hydrogen

overt, the Ta chloride into thin Fe foll disks to be affixed to the cool finger of the

fridge. The gamma rays from XS2Tahave been studied with a Ge detector in prepara- i.
'e'

tion for a extended cold run with the source.

The work during 1993 was mostly technical and preparatory. There were no

scientific papers or reports.

5. Theory of Nuclear Structure and its AppUcatlon

P. Vogel and E. Ormand

5.1 Introduction

The theo_),contingent consisted of P. Vogel (Senior Research Associate) and E.

Ormand (DuB_ndgeFellow). Close collaborationwith Prof. S. Pittel and Dr. J. Engel

(Bartol Research Institute, University of Delaware;) has continued. Also, some of the

work involved coUaborationwith the personnel of t.heKellogg Laboratory, Caltech (P.

Vogel worked with B. Q. Chert,E. Kolbe,and K. Langanke while E. Ormand worked

with C. W. Johnson, S. E. Koonin, and G. H. Lang). In addition, E. Ormand continued

his previous collaboration with R. A. Broglia and his collaborators in Milano, Italy.

Below we describe the individual projects and highlight the significant
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accomplishments.(Sections5.2-5.7concernprimar/lythework ofP.Vogelandsec-

tions5.8-5.11theworkofE.Ormand).

.

5.2Doublebetadecay

The nuclearmatrixelementsofdoublebetadecayarefairlywellunderstood,

thanksinparttothetheoreticaleffortsofourgroup[I].Lastyearwe developeda

methodtotreat2udoublebetadecaypopulatingtheexcited0+ states[2].Experi-

mentsaimedatseeingthatdecayin 9_ZrandIS°Nd,inadditiontotheknownI°°Mo

decayanalyzedin[2],areunderway atGran Sasso,and willrequiretheoretical

analysis.Also,new approachestothetheoryareconstantlybeingproposed.Recently,

we haveshown[3]thatoneofthem,thesocalledOperatorExpansionMethod,does

notwork.Inthesamepaper[3]we showhow totreattheenergydenominatorsprop-

erly,andreiteratethatthedecayof48Caisanimportanttestofourunderstandingof

themechanismofthe2 u decay.The statusoftheproblemwasbrieflysummar_edin )
c"

thetalk[4]. i

Inrecognitionthatthestudyofdoublebetadecay,inparticularofthe2 u mode,

hasreachedanimportantmilestone,we havebeeninvited(P.VogelandM. Moe of

UC Irvine) to write a review on the subject for the Annual Review of Nuclear and

Particle Science. The work on the paper is in the initial stages.

5.3 Atmospheric neutrinos

The disagreement between the measured and expected u_./ueratio reported by

the Kamiokande and IMB groups is one of the outstanding problems of present day

neutrino physics. We have reevaluated the underlying (u,160) cross sections for the

quasi-elastic c_kargedcurrent reaction in the hope of eliminating one of the larger

uncertainties/d'the interpretation of these experiments. In our work [5] we include

the Coulomb interaction of outgoing protons and charged leptons, a realistic finite.

volume mean field, and the residual nucleon-nucleon interaction. None of these effects

are accurately represented in the Monte Carlo simulations used to predict event rates

due to _ and e neutrinos from cosmic-ray collisions in the atmosphere. We neverthe-

less conclude that the neglected physics cannot account for the anomalous _/e ratio.

The absolute rates do change, however, by 10-15%, and that could be important for
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the proper interpretation of the experimental results.

(..
i

5.4 Solar neutrinos
!

Now, as the information on the flux of solar neutrinos is rapidly expanding, a

quantitative analysis of the individual components of the solar _, spectrum is in order;

determination of the _Be neutrino flux is particularly important. We have shown pre-

viously [7] that leTI is a potentially powerful detector, sensitive to the 7Be neutrinos.

A calibration of the detecting reaction is under way at LAMPF with the beam dump

(i.e. muon decay at rest) _'espectrum;preliminaryresults suggest that the cross section

• for iodine is indeed significantly larger than for the existing detector based on 3_CI.

Another calibration experiment, the (p,n) reaction on le7L has been scheduled at the

Indiana University Cyclotron Lab. A large 127I detector has been proposed; it will be

also useful as a unique supernovave detector.

We began the work on expanding our previous calculations to cover the higher __.

energies (and hence forbiddentransitions) relevant to that measurement. This project _i

is being pursued in collaborationwith J. Engel and S. Pittel of the Bartol Institute.

$.$ Search for dark matter

Another application of nuclear structure involves evaluation of the cross section

of the various darkmatter candidate particles on nuclei. A detailed study of 93Nbhas

been published [8], and a review summarizing the nuclear structure issues [9] has been

written. The results were also reported in the invited talk [10] at the Neutrino-92

conference in Granada. Furtherwork on the subject, in particular on the interaction

of neutralinos - the stable supersymmetric neutral fermions - with nuclei, will involve

the problems q_ scaling, i.e. how the cross section or, respectively, the expected signal

depends on the' corresponding parameters, and what effects the recent developments
1,7

in the study of the nucleon spin structure have on these quantities.
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5.6 Nuclear shell model

As an alter_tive to the exact shell model, one can use a truncation scheme based

on the concept of approximate symmetry of the nuclear hamiltonian, followed by an

exact diagonal_ation. One of possible symmetries is the Wigner spin-isospin SU(4).

We evaluated [11] the "goodness" of SU(4) symmetry, by expanding the nuclear wave

functions obtained by the shell model diagonulization in terms of the eigenstates of

SU(4). We carried out this program for the full s,d shell and for some nuclei of the f,p

shell. We found that the SU(4) in real nuclei is quite badly broken and thus we have,

hopefully, solved one of the classical problems of nuclear theory.

5.7 Nuclear parity nonconservation

Recently a revival of interest in the parity nonco_ervation in nuclei was stimu-

lated by the experiments at I.AMPF on scatteringof polarized epithermal neutrons on

heavy nuclei. The surprising finding that the mean asymmetry is nonvanishing and t

large remains unexplained. We have shown [12] that a particularly straightforward _-

analysis in terms of the optical model potential predicts much smaller effects than the

experiment indicates. Subsequently, a number of other studies reached a similar con-

clusion. Hence, it is possible that an as yet unknown enhancement mechanism is at

work, or that the fundamental parity violating nucleon interaction is in fact poorly

understood.

5.8 Atomic parity nonconservation

The interpretation of future precise experiments on atomic parity violation in

terms of parameters of the StandardModel could be hampered by _Lcertalnties in the

atomic and nuclear structure. While the former can be overcome by measurement in

a series of isotopes, the nuclear structure requires knowledge of the neutron density.

We used [i3] the nuclear Hartry-Fock method to calculate the neutron and proton

densities, and predicted the weak charges for the series of cesium isotopes (l_Cs -

139Cs) that have been proposed for the atomic parity nonconservation study. The

uncertainties in the atomic parity nonconservation asymmetries associated with the

uncertainties in the neutron density distribution have been estimated and found to be

smaller than the anticipated experimental errors (at least for the near future).
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5.9 Monte Carlo Methods for the Nuclear Shell Model

A novel m_hod for treating the interaction shell model has been developed. The

approach allows-calculations much larger than those heretofore possible. The method

is based on the path integral formulation of the shell model and uses Monte Carlo

techniques for the integral evaluation. This is a large multiyear project, involving

several physicists, and potentially many applications. The preliminary results, pub-

fished in [14] are very encouraging. A large paper, summarizing the formalism, has

been submitted for publication [15]. A numberof other applications will be reported

in subsequent papers. Workon this projectwas the primaryeffort of E. Ormand.

5.10 Spectral Properties of Shell-Model Hamiltonians

It is of interest to study the fluctuation properties of the eigenvalues of quantal

systems, in particular to understand to which extent they exhibit chaotic behavior. As

pan of such a study in Ref. [16] the spectral properties of realistic nuclear Hamiltoni- i_
qf.

arts for light nuclei were investigated. The relativelyweak isospin-nonconservingforces ¶

provide a useful example of the effect of symmetry breaking on the generic behavior

of nuclear levels.

&ll Giant Resonances in Hot Nuclei

In the continuing effort to study nuclear structure at finite temperatures the

influence of time-dependent thermal fluctuations of the nuclear surface on the proper-

ties of the giant dipole resonance was investigated in Ref. [17]. Effect_ of different

time scales for fluctuations in the deformation and orientation degrees of freedom are

observed.

In a related work [18] a model accounting for the time dependence of shape

fluctuations in".metalmicroclusters and their effect on the damping width of plasmon

resoaance is discussed. An estimate of the relaxation time of the quadrupole shape is

given.
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5.12 The Solar Neutrino Cross Section for 23Na

In supporter the design of a poss_le solar neutrino detector based on a large
m

arrayof NaBr detectors, the solar neutrinocross sections on 23Nahas been calculated

[19]. The shell model calculation treats all exited states of the final nucleus 23Mg

exactly. The solar neutrino absorption rate of 3.5 -- 1.3SNU is obtained.
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APPENDIX1

AnticipatedResultsfromtheSanOnofreNeutrinoOscillationExperiment

M. Chen

(December1992)

A study of the sensitivity of the San OnofreExperimentto the neutrine
oscillation parametersAm2 - sin2 20 was made. Two separateresults will be
discussed. The first is a calculationof thetotal numberof neutrinocounts
we except to detect in a scenariowithoutoscillations. This calculation
determinesour statisticalsensitivity as a functionof the signal-to-
backgroundratio in our detector. Different distanceswere studied to
determinethe regionsin parameterspace thatcan be excludedat each. The

second resultassumes neutrinooscillations betweenve andv_, as given by a
solution to the atmosphericneutrinoproblem[1]. This "Monte Carlo" study
simulatedthe resultantpositronspectrumin our detector,given these
parameters,to detem_ineour sensitivity.

The following assumptionswent into thecalculations. The positron
spectrumfromthe Gtsgen experiment[2] was used. Sixteen energybins
were chosen for the positronenergies, spaced0.305 MeV apart_The
oscillation disappearanceprobability,as a functionof energy, was averaged
flatly overeach of the sixteen bins. A signal rateof 7 perday at 1 km [3]
was used andthe dataset consideredconsistedof 400 days of full reactor
powerand90 days of half power(i.e. one reactorshutdownfor refuelling),
used for backgroundsubtraction.

With these assumptions,one can calculatethe anticipatedstatistical
qualityof ourdata. Let's takethe integratedcounts overthe entirepositron
spectrumto set the excludedregion in parameterspace. By using only the
integratedcounts,we lose some spectralinformationthatcouldpossibly
extend ourexcluded region. Nevertheless,the energydependenceof the
oscillation probabilitywas correctlytreatedbin-by-binand the total counts
were summedover the sixteen bins. Figures 1 to 3 illustratethe regionsin
parameterspace we could exclude given varioussignal-to-background
ratios, at variousdistancesfromthe reactorcore. Figures 1, 2 and3 show
the anticipatedexclusion at 1 kin, 650 m, and500 m respectively. The four
curves on each figurecorrespondto backgroundratesof 0, 4, 7 and 14
counts perday (signal of 7 perday at 1 kin, 17 perday at 650 m and28 per

1.1-1



day at500 m). The curves drawnareexclusions at the 90% confidence
level, with only the statisticalerrorsincluded. Note that the detectorenergy
resolutionwas not includeddirectly;rather,the finite binwidth was
responsiblefor dampeningthe oscillations. Also, the finite size of the
detectorandcore was neglected.

The excluded regionafter400 days of signal at 1 kmis disappointing.
Let us performa quickcheck on the statistics of this result. Fora signal-to-
backgroundof 1 : 1, we would accumulate5600 ± 75 countsin 400 days at
full powerand945 ± 31 counts duringthe 90 days of refuelling (half signal).
Normalizingto timegives: 14 ± 0.187 perday (signal plus background)and
10.5 ± 0.342 perday (half signal plusbackground). We subtractoff the i
background(erroraddedin quadrature)giving: 3.5 ± 0.389 per day (half the
signal rate). Doubling this restores the full signal rate of 7 ± 0.78 per day.
Thus, the uncertaintyin the rateis ,_11% and this is not sufficientto exclude
sin2 20 = 0.1. On the other hand, with 28 counts perday at500 m, we can
'tolerate' an uncertaintyin the countrateof 2.8 perday andstill probedown
to sin2 20 = 0.1 mixing.

The second partof this studypresumes that neutrinooscillations are
presentas indicatedby the atmosphericneutrinopuzzle. The values chosen
for considerationare:Am2 = 10-2 and sin2 20 = 0.4 (arbitrarilychosen).
Positronspectraarepresented,using these parameters,with errorbars
determined afterbackgroundsubtraction. Forthis study, the background
(rateof 7 perday) was presumedto be linear with energywith a small
negative slope of about2% per MeV (essentially flat). The same datataking
periodas described in the first result above was considered. Figure 4 is the
"MonteCarlo" datafrom theexperimentat 1 km distance;Figure 5 is for
650 m and Figure6 for 500 m. The solid curves in the figures are the
spectrawithoutoscillations. Thedashedcurvesrepresent the expected
spectrafor the chosen oscillation parameters.

Two things shouldbe mentionedabc0utthe above results. The choice of
Am2 ---10-2 was the optimal choice at 500 m and preciselythe worse choice
for an experimentat 1 km (see Figures I and3). One can see in those
figures that a 'dip' exists in the exclusions. This dip is real yet is also
simultaneouslyan artifactof the binningand the integrationmethod. The
trueexcluded region, derived froma best fit to the positronspectrum
(varyingoscillation parameters),wouldprobablyhave a less pronounced
dip. Regardless, the value of Am2 -- 10-2 occursright at the dip in the
sensitivity of a 1 km experiment. The second point concerningthese results

1.1 -2



is thatthese weren'ttrueMonte Carlocalculations. The responseof the
detectorat differentenergies was not included. This was reallyjust a few
randomnumbersthrownin thehypotheticalspectra(signal andbackground).

In orderto determinethe signal-to-backgroundratiorequiredin a reactor
based oscillation experiment,one shouldconsiderthe amountof timethe
signal will be acquiredandthe amountof backgroundthat will be taken.
Duringcollection of "background",one might still be acquiringsignal at a
reducedrate. FortheSan Onofreexperiment,we anticipatethatone reactor
will be shutdownforthreemonthsfor refuelling. Duringthisthreemonth
periodof time, we can accumulatebackground,but we also collect the signal
at half strength. Given this less thanoptimal situation,we can computethe
necessarysignal rateto obtainanexclusion outto sin2 20 - 0.1, given a

' certainbackgroundrate, for variousperiodsof datataking. Such a
calculationcarl be expressed as a "rate-parabola"(Figure7). The y-axis on
such a plot is the backgroundrate(countsper day). Drawing a line across
the plot at a y-value correspondingto the anticipated backgroundrate, one
intersectsthe rate-parabola.The x-valueat the intersectionis the minimum
requiredsignal ratein orderto achievea statisticaluncertaintyof 5% in the
integratedneutrinoflux (aferbackgroundsubtraction).Figure 7 displays
severalrate-parabolasfor variousdata-takingperiods. Includedis a rate-
parabolafor an ideal scenariowherein the backgrounddata containsno
signal whatsoever(all reactorsshutdownforbackground collection). From
the first plot in Figure 7 we see that for thecanonical400 days of dataat full
power and 90 days of background athalf power,andfor a backgroundrate
of 7 counts perday, one requiresa signal rateof 21 per day in orderto be
able to effectively exclude oscillations downto sin2 20 = 0.1 afterthis
amountof data.
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Changes from previous document

An errorin the previous exclusions was corrected(now better by 40%).
Sixteen energy bins were used comparedto the previouseight. Curvesfor
zerobackgroundhave been addedto theexclusion plots for reference.
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APPENDIX 2

Part 1

Studies with a 2.5 Meter Long Prototype Cell

Swagato Banerjee,Chad Delany and Nicho|asMascarenhas

Introduction
Tests were initiated to studythe performanceof the Amperex 5 inch

XP 4512 B photomultipliertubes and the transmissionlength of the liquid
scintillator.A realisticset-up was constructedconsistingof an acrylic cell filled
with liquidscintillator.We investigatedthe followingproperties:
1)Construction of the cell
2)Light Collection and Attenuation Length in a 0.5 m tall cell
3)Light Collection end Attenuation Length in a 0.25 m tall cell
4)Slewing characteristics of the PMT
5)Timing response and position reconstruction
6)Scintillator stability

1) Construction of the cell
A prototypecell was constructedusing Rohm and Haas 1/4 inch thick

clear UVT acrylic. We purchased a stock8 ft long commercial grade acrylic
sheet. The cell was heat deformed into shape with the help of two electrical
heatingstrips. The protectivefilm on both sidesof the sheetwas strippedalong
the regionof the intendedbend. The heatingstripsbroughtthe acrylicup to its
softeningpointand the sheet was deformedto a U shape. Appropriatespacers
andclampsensuredthat the U had thecorrectdimension(13 cm width) all along
the lengthof the cell. After completingthe bend the heaters were switched off
and the acrylic allowedto reach roomtemperature. We inspectedthe sheet for
crazing or signsof stress but found none. End plates were preparedout of 3/8
inch thick clear acrylic and cemented on to the U piece with Weld On acrylic
cement. A lidwas fabricated from aluminum.We used an inert rubbergasket to
seal the lid to the cell. The lid was held in place by removable weights, this
arrangement made the inside of the cell accessable from the top whenever
necessary. The completedcell was 2.5 m long, 0.5 m high and 0.13 m wide.
This techniquecould be repeated for a 9m long acrylic sheets to fabricate the
cellsfor the San-Onofre experiment.

One or two 5-inch PMT's were installedat each end of the cell. The entire
cell assembly was made light tight usingMarvel Guard opaque paper. The cell
was filled with a mineral oil based scintillator, 85% mineral oil, 15%
pseudocumene,3g/I PPO and 30 mg/I Bis-MSB. A green LED was used to
calibrate the system. The PMTs were gain matched by adjusting the high

voltage. A Na22 calibrationsourcecould be placed at any selected distance
along the length of the cell. A thirdplasticscintillationcounter was attached to
the sourceand used to detect 511 keV gamma (in cascade with the 1.27 MeV
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gamma ray) to make a fast3 fotdcoincidencewiththe two PMTs on the cell. The
coincidencerequirementhelped reject the background.

2. Light Collection and Attenuation Length in a 0.5 m tall cell
We measuredthe light collectedas a functionof the distanceof the

sourcefrom oneend of the cell. The absolutelightyieldwas calibratedin unitsof
the numberof photoelectronsreleased per unit of energy, using a green light
emittingdiode. Our pulse height analyser is calibratedto approximately0.126
photoelectrons/channel(see figure 1). For a given set-up we measured the
channel correspondingto the posit;_)nof the Comptonedge (I.06MeV), for a
1.27 MeV gamma-rayfrom a Na-22 _,ibration source.
The positionof the Comptonedge was plottedfor eachof the following cases:
i. One photomultipliertube at one endof the cell.
ii. Two photomultipliertubes at one end.
ill. One photomultipliertube at each endof the cell.

o.

i. One photomultiplier tube at one end of the cell.

cell
PMT I

The data is well representedby a doubleexponentialfunction(see
figure2) :

-aX - bX (chi)2Y = A • + B • , with a = 0.429. The fit parametersare:

A = (394 +/- 23) channels,
B = (346 +/- 19) channels,

a = (0.023 +/- 0.002) (cm)"1, or 1/a = 0.43 m+/- 0.04 m

b = (0.0016 +/- 0.0002) (cm)"1, or 1/a = 6.25 m +/-0.78 m ...(1).
The two exponentialsare necessaryto fit the large drop in light near the PMT
and flatter variation away from it. The transport of light in the tank has been
modelled and agrees well with the measurement. The reason for the 2
characteristic attenuationlengths seen is as follows. The attenuation length of
the scintillatoris a strong function of wavelength. For shorter wavelengthsthe
attenuation lengthis smaller. In general there is more light producedat short
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wavel:)ngths(400nm-430nm) than at longer wavelengths> 430 nm. Near the
PMT (or an end) the abundant shortwavelengthlightmakes it to the PMT and
the effectiveattenuationlength measuredis characteristicof this light _.-1 m.
Away from the end the collected light is depleted of the short wavelength
componentand one measures a characteristic _ of about 6 m. It is far region
whichis of importancefor the San-Onofreexperiment,becausethisis our fiducial
volume.

ii. Two photomultipller tubes at one end of the cell.

,

, cell

PMT I

The same experimentis now repeated with two PMTs on one sideof
the cell (see figure2). In this case one expects the overallcurve to be twice in

amplitudeas in I. With similarattenuationlengths.The fit yields (chi)2 = 0.716.
The fit parametersare:

A = (623 +/- 21) channels,
B = (605 +/- 17) channels,

a = (0.0148 +/- .0008) (cm)"1, or l/a = 0.67 m +/- 0.04

b = (0.0014 +/- .0001) (cm)"1 , or l/a = 7.14 m +/- 0.51 ... (2).

ill. One photomultipUer tube at each end of the cell•

cell 1

PMT [

We summedthe signalfromeachendof the cell. (see figure3) The fit
is againa doubleexponentialfit, butof the form:

Y = A • "aX + B e+bX, as opposedto havingtwodecayingexponentialsini and

ii. A (chi)2 of 1.726 was obtained.The fit parametersare:

A = (656 +/- 21) channels,
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B = (217+/- 17) channels

a = (0.008 +/- 0.0006) (cm)"1, l/a = 1.25 m +/. 0.1 m

b = (0.005 +/- 0.0003) (cm)"1, l/a = 2.00 m +/-0.12m

Summary

Case (i)-
The attenuationlengthsnear the end is 0.43 m and away from the

end is 6.25 m
Predictedlightoutputat the endof a 8 m longcell: ( 96 +/- 16) channelsor 12

photoelectrons/MeV.

Case(ii) -
The attenuationlengthis 0.67 m near the end and away from the end

is7.14 m.

The predictedlightoutputat the endof a 8 m longcell is (197 +/- 17) channelsor
24.8 photoelectrons/MeV(with this scintillator).In the 9m longexperimentalcell,
0.Sm near each end is a buffer region. It is in this region where the largest
variationin lightoutputis

Case(i,) -
The variationin lightcollectedfrom the middleto each end is about

24%.

3. Light Collection end Attenuation Length In a 0.25 m tall cell

We repeatedthe studyinsection 1 with only25cm of scintillatorin the
cell. Here one can have justone PMT per side. This LED calibrationfor thisset-
upgivesapproximately0.076 photoelectrons/channel.The Comptonedge (1.06

MeV) of a Na22 sourceat the centerof the cell is at (646 +/- 30) channels. This
gives49 photoelectrons/MeVdetectedat the PMT.

( The cell was refilled to a height of 50 cm with scintillatorand the Na22
Comptonedge was then at (430 +/- 12) channels. In comparisonthisgives 32
photoelectrons/MeVdetected.)

i. One photomultipller tube at one end of the cell.
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The resultsofan experimentwithone photomultipliertubeatone end
ofthecellareshowninfigure5.A doubleexponentialfitoftheform:

-aX -bX
Y = A e + B e gave a (chi)2of 0.936. The fit parametersare:

A = (337 +/- 26) channels,
B = (322 +/- 25) channels,

,_ a = (0.0048 +/- 0.0008) (cm)"1, l/a = 2.08 m +/-0.09m

b = (0.0024 +/- 0.0004) (cm)"1. l/a = 4.16 m +/-0.52m.... (3).

ii. One photomultiplier tube at each end of the cell.

The resultsof the experimentwith the other photomultipliertube at the
otherendof the cellare shownin figure6. Thisfit is alsoa doubleexponentialfit

of the above form with (chi)2 = 1.2648. The fit parametersare:
A = (310 +/- 23) channels,
B = (314 +/. 21) _:hannels,

a = (0.0039 +/- 0.0007) (cm)"1, l/a = 2.56 m +/-0.35m

b = (0.0017 +/- 0.0004) (cm)"1. l/a = 5.88 m +/-0.69m... (4).

Conclusion

1.) In the 0.25 m tall cell one sees as muchlightwithonePMT per side as with a
0.5m cellwith 2 PMTs per side.
Case (i) - one photomultipliertube (rightendof the cell) :

attenuationlengths" 2.08 m and 4.16 m;

Case (ii) - the other photomultipliertube (leftendof the cell):
attenuationlengths• 2.56 m and 5.88 m;
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2.) For 50 cm of liquid in the cell each PMT collects1.5 photoelectronsat a 50
keVthreshold. 4 PMT's on the cell willcollect6 photoelectronswith all signals
summedup.

For25 cm of liquidin the cell each PMT collects214photoelectronsat a 50 keV
threshold. 2 PMT's on the cell will collect 4.8 photoelectronswith the signals
summedup.

4. Slewing characteristics of the PMT

Purpose
We measured the timing vs. pulse height slewing of the Phiiips XP

4512 B photomultipliertubesin the O.5mtall cell.

Experiment
The experimentalset-up (see schematicbelow)was suchthat the two

photomultipliertubes at the two oppositeends of the 2.5 m cell detect the light

from a 1.17 MeV or 1.33 MeV gamma ray (via Compton Scattering).The two

photomultipliertubesignalswere each fed to a 30 mV discriminatorand then to a

coincidencemodule.Another_plasUc)scintillatorPMT 3 was placedat the source

so as to detect the other (1.33 MeV or 1.17 MeV) gamma ray from the Co60

source.Thus, all the three photomultipliertubeswere in coincidence.

cell
6O

PMT1 Co PMT3 I PMT2

The photomultiplier tube marked PMT 2 in the schematic was

programmedto detect the events occurringbetween 300 to 350 channels,i.e. a

fixed energy window at an energyof 567keV. The photomultipliertube marked
PMT 1 in the schematicabovewas set-upto measureenergies from zero to 700

keV in windowsof 20 channels (-.35 keV). PMT 3 completedthe coincidence
between all three PMTs and the coincidencestarted a TDC. The discriminator

signalfrom PMT 1 stopped the TDC. It is this time difference (start - PMT 1)

7 1,- _K



whichshouldshowa slewingdependanceof timingvs. pulseheight.

Due to Comptonscatteringthe detectedphotonshave a spectrumof

energiesin the above-mentionedrange, the lowerones havinga steeper angle

of collisionswithelectronsduringthe Comptonsca_ering.Multiplescatteringalso
resultsand anothereffectto take intoconsiderationare the multiplereflectionsof

the photonsbefore and after Comptonscatteringprior to being detected by the
photomultipliertubes. The effect of slewing is the time response of the

photomultipliertubeas a functionof the amountof lightthe photomultipliertube is
exposedto.

, Results

The time differenceversusthe energyof the signal detected by PMT1
is showninfigure7. Our experimentshowsa verysmallvariationof 0.6ns in the

timeresponseof photomultipliertube overan energyvariationof about 0.5 MeV.

This correspondsto a position uncertaintyof 4.45 cm, which is quite small

comparedto 2.5 m longcell.

5. Timing Response and position reconstruction

Purpose
We measured the uncertainty timing of the Phillips XP 4512

photomultipliertube as a functionof the positionof the gamma ray in the 0.5m
cell. This studywas performedfor differentenergies.

cell
22

PMT1 I Na _-___1_ PMT 3 --_ PMT2

Calibration

Usinga Na22 -sourcewe calibratedthe energyscale and matchedthe
gainsof the PMT. A calibrateddelay boxwasthenused to calibratethe TDC to
5.6 channels/ns.

Timingstudy forfixed energy
The Na22 source emits two coincident 0.511 MeV and 1.27MeV

gamma rays. We triggerthe detectorwhen one gamma ray enters the cell and
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the other enters a scintillationcounter (PMT 3) placed near the sourceoutside
the cell. The signal from the photomultipliertubes on the two ends of the tank
(PMT1 and PMT2) is summedandthe timedifferencebetween PMT1 and PMT2
is histogrammedfor bins of energy50 channels(-58 keV) wide. From the full
widthat half maximumof the distributionsin each histogram,the uncertaintyin
timingresponse,i.e. sigma(t) of the photomultiplierwas calculated.

We studied the timing responsein two energywindows : one at 1.06MeV and
the other at 200keV (where one had good statistics). This was repeated for
differentdistancesfrom the end of the cell. Then we studiedthe uncertaintyin
timingas a functionof distancefromoneend of the cell.
Figure8 showsthe mean time differenceas a functionof distance for 200 keV.

Figure9 showsthe uncertaintyinthe time difference(sigmatdiff) as a functionof
distance for 200 keV. These quantitieswere measured at 1.06 MeV and are
shownin Figure10 and Figure11.

Conclusion
It is foundthat the uncertaintyintimingis small (less than 1.6 ns) at 200 keV

at all positionsin the tank. This uncertaintyis betterthan 1 ns at 1.06 MeV. One
can convert the timingerror to a positionerrorwhichis summarizedin the table
below.

Mean

a. Uncertainty in timing response;.
(i) at constantenergy(200 keV) 0.96 ns 1.18 ns.
(ii) at constantenergy (1.06 MeV) 0.7 ns 0.56 ns

b. Uncertainty in position measurement:
(i) at constantenergy (200 keV) 8.36 cm. 10.27 cm.
(ii) at constantenergy (1.06 MeV) 6.07 cm. 4.86 cm.

6. Scintillator stability
Duringthe courseof the studiesdescribedleamed about the stabilityof this

scintillatormix. The tank was filledto 50 cm of liquidandrun for abouta coupleof
months. Then the scintillatorwas drainedout to have a 25 cm tall liquid. Again
studieswere repeated for a month. Finallythe tank was refilledto 50 cm. Over
the course of these changes no systematicshiftwas seen in light output (error
about20 %). The attenuationlengthmeasurementswere repeated for each set-
up after a week and the attenuation length was stable. More importantlythe
acrylic tank showed no signs of crazing. No leak developed in any of the
cementedjoints.After a year the tank remainsfilledwith scintillatorand the liquid
appears very clear. From these 'observationsit can be concluded this mix of
scintillatoris notaggressiveto the acrylicand is quitestable.
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APPENDIX 2

Part 2

Light Attenuation Length of Some Liquids

V. Novikov

(April 8, 1993)

All measurements were performed with 440 nm filter. Most results in Table 1 were
obtained recently; some old data are presented for comparison. Approximately, errors do
not exceed 5% of the value for A__.5-10 m and smaller for higher attenuation length.

Liquid A, m

Min. oil(M.O.), Pseudocumene (PC)
I M.O. Britol6NF 19.5

2 M.O. Carnation 3.6
3 PC 5.1
4 M.O. 6NF + 15% PC 17.5

M.O. + 15% PC + "x" g/l of PMP
5 PMP original (_g/l) 10.
6 PMP via US Merck (3 g/l) 4.7
7 US Merck PMP purif, by Gusten (3 g/l) 7.5

Gd scintillators

8 Sample A 3.7
9 Sample B 2.2

10 Sample C 2.2
11 NE 344a,"opened" 2.9
12 NE 344a,"sealed" 4.7

Table I.Attenuationlengthofsome liquids.

MineraloilCarnation was consideredasalternativetoBritol6NF; thisisnot good
ideadue toitssmallattenuationlength.AttenuationlengthofthemixtureofM.O. + 15_

PC dropedto11.1m in10days(presumably,due topoisoningcausedby presenceofPC)
Gd-loadedscintillatorsSample A, Sample B, Sample C werepreparedinthelaboratory

,,,3yearsago (contentofGd isunknown). Gd-loadedscintillatorsNE344a "opened"
and NE344a "sealed" were preparedby dilutionin3 timesof NE344a scintillatorby

mixtureM.O. 6NF + 15% PC (i.e.,Gd contentwas reducedfrom 0.3% to0.1%);NE344a

scintillatorwas takenfrom openedand sealedbottles,respectivelY.
Data alwaysfitwelltoexponentialfunction;Figs.l-3show resultsofmeasurement-

ofsome liquids.
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APPENDIX 2

Part 3

Light-yield and attenuation length of a mineral oil based scintillator

NicholasMascarenhasand VladimirNovikov
Light Yield (N, Mascerenhas)

A measurement of the light-yieldof scintillatormix prepared in our laboratory
showsthat a candidatescintillatorcan be preparedwith goodlightyield - 60 % of
anthracene using2 typesof wavelengthshifters1)PPO, BisMsb 2) PMP.

The apparatus
' We prepared about 100 ml of scintillatormix in a glass beaker. The

components: Bdtol 6NF hi purity mineral oil, Blcron scintillation grade
pseudocumeneand the shifterswere mixed as follows.

The requiredmountof pseudocumeneandshifterwere measured and placed
in a thoroughlyclean glass bottle.The mixturewas placed on a magneticstirrer
and mixed for 3 hourswith a stirbar. When no powderwas visible in the mix we
allowed it to standfor6 hoursto come intoequilibrium.

The light.yieldIkoparatusconsistedof a glass beaker opticallycemented to a
3 inch photornultipliertube. A mu metal shlek:lcovered the PMT assembly.
Afterthoroughlycleaningthe glassbeaker we filledit with 15 rnlof the mix under

study. A 207Bi sourcewas placed at a fixed distanceabove the liquidlevel. The
positionof the halfmaximumof the comptondistributionwas recorded.

This experimentuseda relativecalibration,i.e. we comparedthe lightyield of
a givenmix to a reference:the best sampleof NE235 C. This sample is reported
to havea lightoutput60% of anthracene(calibratedto 460 channelson the pulse
heightanalyser).The errorin our measurementsare about 15%.

The results for 15% pseudocumene,85% Britol 6NF hi purity as a functionof
PMP concentrationare showninTable 1.
Table 1
concentrationof PMP pulseheight
1 grn/I 410
2 gm/I 476
3 grn/I 5OO
5 grn/l 507

next,we optimizedthe concentrationof Bis-Msbfor a PPO, Bis-Msbscintillator
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for 3 gm/IPPO, 15% pseudocumeneand85% Bdtol6NF hi purity
Table 2
concentrationof Bis-Msb pulseheight
5 mg/I 393
10 mg/I 436
15 mg/I 447
20 mg/I 452
25 mg/! 458
30 mg/I 465

I

The lightyielddid not increasebeyond30 mg/Iof Bis-Msb

nextwe measured the variationin lightyieldwith pseudocumeneconcentration

for 3 grn/IPPO, 30 mg/I Bis Msband Mineraloil
Table 3
concentrationof pseudocumene pulseheight
6% 400
12% 444
15% 490
18% 480
22% 514

Conclusion

We have prepareda mineraloil based scintillatorwith goodlightyield - 60%
of anthracene (andbetterthan the NE 235 C sample)with the followingmixes

1) 3 grn/IPMP, 15% pseudocumeneand65% Bdtoi6NF hi pudtymineraloil
2) 3 grn/IPPO, 30 mg/I Bis.Msb,15% pseudocumaneand 85% Bdtol6NF hi
puritymineraloil.

Attenuation length report from indiana University
We sent I gallonof eachmix of candidatescintillatorto ChuckBowerof

IndianaUniversity. He measuredthe attenuationlengthusingthe same
apparatususedto determinethe attenuation lengthof Macroscintillator.His
resultsare given inTable 4 below. V. Novtkov developedourown apparatusto
measurethe attenuation lengthat Caltech. His resultsare summarizedin Part2
of this report.
Table 4
_,_ attenlenathat 436nm 419 nm
PPO+Bis-Msb 6.01+/-.004m 1.72+/-0.01m
PMP 9.53+/-0.14m 5.84+/-0.05m
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APPENDIX 3

Part 1

EFFICIENCYof the SAN.ONOFRE DETECTOR

M. Chen, R. Henenbergex, N. Ma_carenhas, and V. Novikov

(May 5, 1993)

Introduction

The four-foldneutrinosignalin the SanOnofm detectorconsists of a fast triple-
coincidence createdby a positronand its two annihilationgammaraysfollowed by a
delayed neutroncapturesignal (beingeither a 2.2 MeV gammafrom captureon H or a
gamma-burstof 8 MeV fromcaptureon Gd). When consideringthe efficiency of the

v_ detector, it is useful to divide thedis_nssion into two parts:the positronefficiency andthe
neutrondetection efficiency.

a) Positron Detection Efficiency

Two independentexperimentswere performedto characterizethe efficiency of the
detectorto register the triplecoincidence signalgeneratedby a positron. Two separate
codes were employed in threeindependentstudies to MonteCarlothe positronsignal in
the detector. The resultsof all of these studies are in agreementwith each other. We
believe we have a solid understandingof the positronefficiency of thedetector.

MeasuredEfficiency
The first measurementwas performedby V. Novikov. The purposeof this

experimentwas to measurethe detectionefficiency of 511 keV annihilationgammasin a
prototypedetector,with cells muchsmallerthanthe cells of the San Onofre truedesign.
Such a measurementwould be useful as a check againstthe Monte Carlocalculations
with similar dimensions.

This experiment employed two GSsgencells and a Na-22 source(Fig. l). One can
tag the annihilationof the positronby detecting,witha Nal detector,the 1.27 MeV
gammathataccompanies thedecay. "Caremustbe takento correctfor the branching
fractionthat includes both the positronand 1.27 MeV gammaas 9.5% of the Na-22
decays arevia electroncapture,while still emittinga 1.27 MeV gamnm.

The schematic of the apparatusappearsin Fig. 2. One looks for the coincident
detection, in the two GOsgencells, of the two 511 keV gammas,witha lowerthresholdof
0.1 MeV. If both cells fire in coincidence above the lowerthreshold,one thenlooks to
see if a 1.27 MeV gammaaccompaniedthe event. The efficiency is thengiven by:

efficiency = _nce w/s0urce - false coincidence ratew/o source_,
(rateof 1.27 MeV in Nal - backgroundratein Nai)*0.9049

where the last factorcorrectsforthe branchingfraction. Secondordercorrectionsthat
were not included arethe false coincidence ratebetween a truepositronanda false 1.27
MeV signal, the false coincidence ratebetween a false positronand a true 1.27 MeV
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signal, and thetiny probabilitiesthatthe 1.27 MeV gammaincorrectlytriggeredthetwo
GOsgencells or that the annihilationradiationfalselytriggeredthe Nal detectorwith
energyaround1.27 MeV (i.e. in-flight annihilation).

The experimentwas performedin the threeconfigurationsshown in Fig. 3. The third
configuration,C, includedparaffinbricksaroundthe Na-22 sourceto simulatethe
absorptionof theannihilationgammaswithinthe scintillator(in which theywould be
producedin a realevent). ConfigurationA studiedthe upperlimit countingefficiency
and configm_ion B gave informationon the geometryfactor. The countingratesin the
experiment for all the configurationsaregiven in Table 1. The _ured efficiencies for
the threeconfigurations,as computed,by the formula(given above) are:

configurationA 22%
configurationB 10.8%

, configurationC 5.9%,

all with errorsless than 10%. Forcomparison,the MonteCarloof configurationC gave
an efficiency of 6.4% - more detail on the MonteCarlocalcumtionswill follow.

The secondexperimentwas performedby N. Mascarenhas,C. Delany andS.
Banerjee. This measurementemployed variousarrangementsof G0sgen cells to more
closely simulatethe dimensionsof the designed cells for the San Onofredetector. In
addition,the efficiency was studiedas a functionof triggerthreshold;different triggering
criteriaand schemes were examined. A Na-22 source was used in these measurementsto
provide coincident511 keV gammasfor detectionin the GOsgencells. The 1.27 MeV
signal in a Nil detectortagged the event. A complete discussion of these measurements
appearsin a separatesection following this chapter.

MonteCarlo Calculationsof the Efficiency
Two codes exist for modellingpositronsin ourdetector- an independentcode written

by V. Novikov and the EGS4 code (.portedto Fortran-77by P. Skensved). The following
factorsare i_t when consideringthe positrondetectionefficiency - thestatusof the
MonteCarlo codes with regardsto how each factor was modelled is indicatedbeside:

1) randomdistributionof events in the detector
2) shape of positronspectrum
3) cell thickness (12 cm in EGS4, 13 cm in independent)
4) acryliccell walls (not in EGS4 MC, 0.635 cm includedin independent)
5) energyresolution(sigma - 25%0 1 MeV in EGS4, fwhm = 25%0 IMeV independent)
6) fiducialvolume (must not include edge cells, similartreatmentin both MC)
7) positronescape (includedin EGS4, not in independent)
8) annihilationin-flight of positron(includedin EGS4, not in independent)
9) triggercriterion(variouscriteria were studiedin bothMC).
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Configuration
A B C

Nal rateof 1.27 25.51 ± 0.16 21.49 ± 0.15 38.54 ± 0.44

Nal bkgndnear 1.27 1.62± 0.04 1.60 ± 0.04 1.47± 0.04

G6sgen coincidence rate 5.67 ± 0.08 2.43 ± 0.05 2.65 ± 0.05

G6sgen false coin. rate 0.92 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.01

Table 1. Countingratesin the positronefficiency measurement,for the three
v configurations[Hz].

a) differenterrorsfor similarmeasurementsaredueto differentaccumulationtimes.

b) the countingrate of the 1.27 MeV gammadiffer in the threemeasurementsdue to
differentdistancesbetween somr.eand Hal detector.
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Whatis desiredfrom the MonteCarlocalculationsis the efficiency for detectionof a
triplecoincidence producedby a positron. The "classical"triplelooks for thepositron
with energy> 1 MeV and looks for the annihilationgammasin the nearbyadjacentcells
with energy> 0.1 MeV but less than0.6 MeV. One can increasethe signalefficiency by
accepting "extended"triples - looking notonly at thecells.adjacentto the 1 MeV trigger
butat additionalneighbouringcells fudheraway. Thiscan be accomplishedeitherby
summingthe energydepositionin the extendedcells or by applyinga logical OR criteria.
The table below (Table 2) gives the resultsof the EGS4Monte Carlosimulationsof the
positrondetectionefficiency for variouspossible triggercriteriaand with differentlower
energytriggerthresholdsfor theannihilationgammas. Novikov's independentMonte
Carlocalculateda "classical"tripleprobabilityof 9.8% which is in agreementwith the
value for "Classical triple",at 100 keV, listed in the table below.

In these simulations,the utilityof an anticoincidence was examined. One could
perlwpsemploy the remainingcells of thedetector,those notof interestfor the triple,in
anticoincidence,attemptingto reject backgroundsfrompenetratingneutronsleaving
energy in manycells along the way before creatinga false triplein the designatedcluster.
Employingsuch an anticoincidencemay lowerthe positrondetection efficiency; the
resultsof the MonteCarloarecontainedin Table 2 annotatedby "w/anti". Note thatthe
specific geometryand implementationof the anticoincidence is important(i.e. whether
one begins to reject events with energy one cell awayor two cells away fromthe triple
andat what energy, etc.). The inclusion of an anticoincidenceis not finalizedfromthese
results.

It is useful to comparethe results fromtheMonte Carlocodes with the two measured
results which employed G0sgen cells. As mentionedabove, Novikov's MonteCarlo
gave a good agreementwithhis measdrementof theGOsgencell positronefficiency
(5.9% measuredversus 6.4% MonteCarlo). The second set of measurementscanbe
compan_ with results from F,GS4 configuredto simulate the geometriesmeasured. A
comparisontable (Table 3) is shown below. The agreementis good between both sets of
measurementsand both codes.

A combined look at the resultsof the positronefficiency studies leadsto the
following conclusions. Fn,st, theefficiency canbe increasedby pushing to a lower
detectionthresholdfor the 511 keV gammas. Second, theextension of the "eventcluster"
fromthe classical threecell tripleto an extended arrangementis verybeneficial. It is a
substantialgain going from threecells to five cells (i.e. inclusionof one extracell
thicknesson each side forregisteringthe 511 keV gammas). However,it appearsnotso
worthwhileto increase this to seven cells as theadditionalgainis smaller. An optimal
scheme for triggeringthe triplecoincidence using a five cell event clusteris illustrated
below (Fig. 4). One sunmtheenergy of the two "sideclusters" m test the upperthreshold
(energy less than 600 keV) and one employs a logical OR looking for greatherthan50
keV energy in eitherone of thetwo cells of a given "side cluster".
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Type 50 keV 100 keY 200 keV

" ' ......... L ,

Classical triple 14.5 :t:0.7 % 9.9 :t:0.6 % 4.7 :t:0.4 %

Extended five sum 19.1 + 0.9 % 14.4:1:0.8 % 8.2 :!:0.6 %

....... , ............ , , ,,

Extended seven sum 20.3 + 1.0 % 15.4:1:0.9% 8.8:1:0.6 %

, , ,,,........... ,,

Extended five OR 21.0:1:0.9 % 15.4 :t:0.8 % 7.9 + 0.6 %

Extended seven OR 23.4:1:1.1 % 16.9 :t:0.9 % 9.1 :t:0.7%

Classicalw/anti 7.3+ 0.5 % 4.9 :t:0.4 % 2.6:1:0.3%

ExtendedfiveOR
w/anti 14.3:1:0.8% 10.3+ 0.6 % 5.9 + 0.5 %

......... ,, ,

ExtendedfiveOR
w/antisumupper 12.8:1:0.7% 9.0:1:0.6% 5.2 ± 0.5 %
0.6 MeV

,,, ,...... ......

ExtendedfiveOR
w/antisumupper 15.7+ 0.8 % 11.7:1:0.7% 7.2 + 0.5%
0.8 MeV

,,,,,,

ExtendedfiveOR
noantisumupper 23.2:1:1.0% 17.4:1:0.8% 9.6:1:0.6%
0.8 MeV

,

Table 2: PositronDetectionEfficiency
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Figure 4. Illustration of extended triplecoincidence triggerscheme.

A thirdMonte Carlostudyof the positronefficiency was madeby R. Hertenberger.
His studyemployed the EGS4 code withthe chief differencebeing thathe tracked
electronsand gammaswith a lower cutoff of 50 keV. The previousresultsall employed a
lower cutoff (in theF.,GS4code) of I00 keV. In thisstudy,the cell thicknessemployed
was 13 cm insteadof 12 cm. No cell walls were included.

A comparisonbetween the previousstudyandthisone was madefor consistency.
The resultsare shownbelow:

50 keV I00 keV 200 keV
Classical triple:

previous 14.5 % 9.9 % 4.7 %
cutoff I00 keV 15 II 4
cutoff 50 keV 19 10 5

Extended five OR:
previous 21.0 % 15.4 % 7.9 %
cutoff 100 kzV 20 16 7
cutoff 50 keV 24 15 7

Withthe F..GS4code trackingdepositiondown to a 50 keV cutoff, we expect more
reliableresultsfromthe Monte Carlo. The comparisonof thetwo studies shownabove
exhibits differencesonly significantfor the 50 keV lowerthresholdcase. This makes
sense as the code only requiresthis addedaccuracywhen one needsto consider a
thresholdas low as 50 keV. Thus,the most accuratevalue we acceptfor the positron
detectionefficiency is 24%, utilizingthe extendedfive OR triggercriteriawitha lower
thresholdof 50 keV.
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In Table 3, which comparesthe second measurementof the positronefficiency with
the EGS4 MonteCarlo results,are includedadditionalvalueswhich were calculatedby
Hertenbergerusing the 50 keV cutoff in the EGS4 code. These calculationssimulatedthe
actualgeometry employed in thatmeasurement.

An additional factorstudiedin this MonteCarlowas theeffect of varyingthe cell
height (the 50 cm dimension). If this height were reducedto 25 cm, could the efficiency
be improved? If we were to employ similartriggeringschemes as consideredabove for
the 50 cm height cell, the answerwould be no. Thesmaller25 cm cell would lose more
gammassimply due to the reducedsofidangle the smallercells subtend. Thus, in order
to employ these smallercells, the triggeringscheme ne,eds to be modifiedto utilize entire
"blocks"of cells thatsurroundthe positron. Theblock scheme fordetecting the
annihilationgammasis illustratedbelow (Fig. 5).

block I_ttem
I", ____J fordetecting

511 keY_'s

Figure 5. Block arrangementof25 cm cells.

Fora lowerthresholdof 50 keV anda block arrangementof 25 cm cells, the increase
in the detectionefficiency (cow4ms_ to the extended five OR) was a factor1.65. Of this,
as muchas half of the increase arisesfrom lookingat cells below or abovethe plane of
the positron. The other halfof the 65% increasecomes fromthe smaller25 cm size (this
gain coming from reducedself-absorptionof the 511 keV gammasemittedup and down).
Rememberthatthe increasedefficiency of thesmallercells requiresthe block scheme.
Thus, in the experiment,whether25 i:mor 50 cm cells areemployed,it will be
worthwhileto consider extendingthedetection of the 511 keV gmmnasto the planes
above (or below) thetriggerplane of the positronin the arrayof ceUs.

Calibrationand Efficiency Monitoring
The task of calibratingthe detectorandmaintaininga stableefficiency for thesignal

detection is challenging. Ourproposalis to initiallymeasurethe integratedefficiency of
the detectorand to continuouslymonitorthe light collection andresponseof the
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photomultiplierswith a fixed, installedset of optical fibers.
Whenwe referredto the 50 keV lower thresholdfor detectionof the 511 keV

annihilationgammain ourearlierstudies, we assun_ thatourknowledgeof the actual
energy depositedin the cells to be extremelygood. In ourstudies, we assumedthis
50 keV thresholdhada negligibly small uncet_inty. This is not truein practice. The
response ateitherends of the long cell to 50 keV actualenergy depositionvaries
considerablywith position. If photomultipliergains and/orresponsedrift,theoutput
might varyfrom thatexpected for a truedeposition of 50 keV. Such anuncertaintyin the
50 keV thresholdtranslatesdirectly intoan uncertaintyin our signal efficiency. As a
consequenceof thischallenge, we choose to addressthis uncertaintyin a way which will
eliminatethe neccessityof determiningpreciselythe actualenergy deposited in a cell. To
reiterate,we will NOT need to 'reconstruct'theenergy of a 50 keV depositionto better
than 1 keV.

First,we proposeto utilize five cells, of identicalsize andconstructionasthe
detector,in a calibrationmeasurement.The five cells will be arrangedtogetheras in the
experiment. Thecells will be energy calibratedwith sourcesat the centerof each ceil.
With just this single position, point calibration,we set our discriminatorthresholds.

We will use a calibrated,purepositronsource(i.e. no accompanyinggammarays,just
positronemission). We will disperse thissourcein the scintillatorof the centralcell.
Thus, we simulaterandomlydistributedsignalevents. With the fixed discriminator
thresholdoptimized and set earlier,we measurethe detectorefficiency (and subtractthe
backgroundtakenbefore the source was dissolveAin the cell). Thus, we will measurethe
integratedefficiency of the detector, overall po,_itionsin the centralcell. As a result,
positrons thatannihilateaway from thecenterof the cell will emit 511 keV gammasthat
will interactawayfrom the centerof the adjacentcells. With the fix_ threshold,we
mustacceptthe fact thatsignals, at one positionof the cell, that fire the discriminator
thresholdsmayhave different actualenergy thansignals that firethe discriminatorat
otherpositions. We mustaccept thissituation. We can model the varyingposition
response of the detectorwith the EGg4 MonteCarloand with our highly successful light
collection MonteCado. Butmodelling will notbe criticalsince we will actually measure
the integratedefficiency using a calibratedsource,withprecisely the same arrangement
and electronicswe will employ in the experiment.

To verify thatthe fightcollection andresponse of the photomuitipliersis stable with
time, we will employ a system of optical fibersandlasers. Because ourefficiency will
have been directlyme,asuredat a particularsetof gains andthresholds,we must ensure
that these valuesareconstantthroughoutthedurationof the experiment. We will employ
a UV laserand optical fibers to inject photonsin numerous fixed positions in every cell
such thatwe can tnonitor the responseof the photomultipliersatbothends of each cell to
fixed quantitiesof fight. We will operatethiscalibrationsystem periodicallyas it
coexists with theexperiment.

b) Neutren FAMcienc7

The mainfactorsaffecting the neutroncaptureportionof the signal efficiency arc
listed below:
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1) containmentof the -20 keV signal neutronwithinthe detector
2) containmentof the gammaenergycoming fromneutroncapture(on either H or Gd)
3) energy resolutionof thedetector(includingdeadmaterial- cell walls).

The most importantfactoris the containmentof the gammas. Whetherwe aredealing
with a 2.2 MeV gammaor anenergetic gamnmcascade(with totalenergy8 MeV), the
long rangeof thegammas in liquid scintillatornecessitatesa choice betweenone of two
philosophies for detection. One can eitherdecrease theimportanceof theenergy
infommtion and rely mainlyon spatialinformationto identify theneutroncapture
gammas or one mustsacrificethe spatialto gaintotalenergycontainmentover a large
volume, thus allowing one to use the energy to identifythecapture. The latterwill be
considered.

Two MonteCarlostudies were undertakento intimatethe neutrondetection
. efficiency. Novikov's MonteCarlo code was employedto determinethe response of the

detectorto 2.2 MeV ganunascoming fromneutroncaptureon H. The EGS4 code was
used to estimate the neutronefficienc3_for a Gd-loadedscintillator.

Captureon H
TheMonte Carloresponseof theentire 12 ton detectorto a single 2.2 MeV gammais

shown in Fig. 6. The totalenergy depositedin all cells was summedto give the response.
The deadlayers associatedwith the acrylic cell walls were includedJnthiscalculation.
An energy resolution of 25% @ IMeV fwhm was used. The simulationfoundthat18.6%
of the gamnu_ escapedwithout a single interaction. TheMonte Carlogave a detection
efficiency of 56%, looking in anenergy windowof 1.8- 2.4 MeV for thecapturegamma.

The energydepositedby the 2.2 MeV gammais spreadoutwards from the point of
captme. MonteCarlocalculations were performedto determinethespatialextentof the
capturesignal. Fig. 7 is a plotof the resultsand showsthe fractionof the 2.2 MeV
gammasproducedwhicharecontainedwithina sphereof radiusR [cm], centeredaround
the point of neutroncapture. Forthe purposeof the MonteCarlo,containmentwas
defined as requiringthe gamma to depositno more than0.I MeV energyoutside of the
event spherebeing considered. FromFig. 7, we see thata sphere of radius85 cm
contains9091,of ganunaevents. Note thatthe detectorgeometryandthe gammaswhich
escaped without interactingwere accountedfor. Becauseof the position uncertaintyof
the depc,sitions in the x.direction, due to cell discretization,and becauseof the
displacementof the neutroncapturefrom the positronsignal, one should use an event
radiusof I m as a realisticvalue forcontainmentof 9091,of the capturegammas.

A simulation of the signal neutronwas also performed.The key question is how far
from the positrondoes the epithermalneutrontravelbefore it is thernudizedand captured.
Fig. 8 shows such a distribution(in arbitraryunits). We see thatmost of the neutronsare
capturedI0 cm from theirpoint of origin.
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The Monte Carloalso showedthat6.7% of the signalneutronsleak outof the detector
beforebeing captured(from a randomdistributionof neutrinoevents). These neutrons
which arenotcontained will captureon protonsin thebufferandproduce2.2 MeV
gammasthere - some of those gammaswill be redirectedbackinto the fiducial volume.
But, for the purposesof thisMonte Carlo,these signal neutronsareconsidered lost. In
addition,5.2% of the neutronsthatarecapturedwithinthe fiducialvolume do notcapture
withinthe allowed 500 _ gate.

Thus, we can combine all of the results to deduce the net neutrondetectionefficiency.
We startwith 93.3% probabilityto containthe neutronand captureit in the fiducial
volume. 94.8% of the capturesoccurwithinthe 500 _ gate. For those gammasthat
deposit energy in the detectorbetween 1.8 - 2.4 MeV, we take56% probability. We add
the additionalfactorof 90%, the requirementthatthe energy be containedin the 1 m
event sphere,to set a total neutrondetectionefficiency of 45%.

Captureon Gd
Simulationswere runto studythe gammadetectionefficiency for captureganunas

arisingfrom neutroncatmsreon Gd. The EGS4 code was employed. A separatesection
follows discussingthe efficiency of a Gd-loadedscintillator for neutrondetection.

Neutroncapturewas modelled using a scintillatorwith 0.05% Gd loading. Note that
the neutroncaptureportion of the efficiency calculationremainsessentially unchanged
between a Gd-loadedandregularscintillator - thereremains still that93% of the neutrons
coming fromthe signal capturein the fiducial volume and 7% escape. For detection of
the gammassignal from captureon Gd,these lost neutronswhich capturein thebufferare
truly lost this time. They _ on H in the bufferand arenotdetectedabove the
thresholdset for Gd-capture,even if the2.2 MeV gammais re-directedback into the
fiducial volume. In additionto the fractionof neutronsthatcapturewithinthe fiducial
volume, the Monte Carlogives the ratioof captureon Gd versuscaptmeon H forthe
scintillator. Fora Gd concentrationof 0.05% wt in the scintillator, 77.5% of the neutrons
captureon Gd and22.5% captureon H. This fractionmustbe includedwhen estimating
the net neutrondetection efficiency.

Combining the neutroncontainmentprobability,capturewithinthe alloted time
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window, the captureratiobetweenGd andH andthe efficiency to detect the gamma-burst
of 8 MeV, ore arrivesata total netneutrondetectionefficiency for the Gd-loaded
scintillator(0.05% wt cone.) of 50%.

Condusion

To arriveat anestimateof the net signaldetectionefficiency, we takea positron
detection efficiency of 24%. Note thatdependingon how the calibrationand efficiency
monitoringis implemented,thetrueefficiency may deviate fromthis somewhatidealized
estimate. We accepta neutrondetection efficiency of 45% for the regularscintillatorand
50% for the Gd-loadedscintillator to arriveat net signal detection efficiencies of 10.8%
and 12%, for theunloadedand Gd-loadedscintillators respectively.
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APPENDIX 3

Part 2

Measurements of the Positron Annihilation Efficiency with Different Cell
Configurations and Energy Threshold

SwagatoBanerjee,Chad Delanyand NicholasMascarenhas

We describea set of measurements which Investigatedthe positronannihilation
detectionefficiencyas a functionof energythresholdand cellconfiguration.We used

,_ a 22Na tagged positronsource. The Go_sgen cells were configured in different
geometries. The readoutsystememployeda personalcomputerto logthe data from
the CAMAC ADC's. The coincidence requirementswere set with LeCroy NIM
discriminatorsand logicmodules.These measurements were carried out between
June and October1992.

The Detector:
The Goesgencellsare 0.6cm thickacrylicboxes0.86rnX0.20m X 0.1m. Each cell is
filledwith NE235 C mineraloil basedliquidscintillator.Two Amperex3 inchdiameter
PMTs view each sideof a cell. The signalfromboth PMTs on an end are ganged, in
addition sum each end is analog summedusinga linearFan-In. A Nal scintillation
detectortags the 1.27 MeV gammaray (see Rg 1). A triggerfrom the Nal detector
(set to select the 1.27 MeV only)gates the CAMAC ADC whichreads the coincident
energydepositedin eachof the individual12 cells, Nt. In a candidateevent the two
511 keV gamma raysdepositsomeenergyinthe surroundingcells. Offiineenergy
cutsare placed to obtain a positronannihilationevents Np. A schematicof the
readoutsystem is shown In Fig 1.

The Experlment:
The energy scale was calibrated using the Compton edge (1.06 MeV ) of the

22Nal.27 MeV gamma ray llne as well as the 511 keV line. This calibrationhas an
error of about 20% because compton edge is not sharp. The calibrationwas
repeatedfor each cell configuration.The gate for the 12 cellADC was I00 ns wide,
this was somewhatlargerthan necessaryto detecta coincidencebut It ensured the
differentsignals fellwell Inside the window. Polyethylenebrickswere placed in the
middleto simulate the scintillatorof the missingcantml cell. Our analysisemployed
the followingenergycuts:

upper thresholdfor the 511 KeV gan,,n_: 600 keY.
lowerthreshold for the 511 keV gamrrMk: 25 keYto 200 keY.
1.27 MeV gamma +/- 80% of the photopeak(1.27MeV)

It is possiblethat scme triggersin the Nal detectorare due to backgroundgammas



(from the K, U, Th in the PMT's and surroundingconcrete). The data (Nt)was
correctedby removingthe sourceand placingthe Nal detector far away from the
Goesgencell. Backgroundwas accumulatedfor the same time as the signal.The
backgroundsubtractioncorrectionwas small,about 12% of the total signal Nt. We
also corrected the data for the branching factor of the 511keV gammas (0.9)

comparedto the 1.27MeV. The efficiencyfora giventhresholdis Np/Nt.

Configurations:
We studiedthe followingarrangementsof cells.
set 1:one 0.18m tallGoesgencell on eitherside (see fig2)
set 2: two 0.18m tallGoesgencellon either side(see fig2)
set 3: one 0.54m tall cellson eitherside (see fig2)
set 4: two 0.54m tall cellson eitherside (see fig2)
set 5: 0.18m cells,Blockstructure(see fig3)

Results:
It is observedthatthe detectionefficiencyis a strong functionof energy threshold

(see Table 1). These experiments demonstrate conclusively that there is
considerablegain in efficiency in goingto a low energy threshold for the 51l keV
gamma rays. It confirmsexperimentallythe improvement in efficiency in adding
additionalcells (two on each side) to the triplecoincidenceearlier proposed. The
set-up (set 4) resemblesthe configurationwe intendusingat San Onofre (0.5 m tall
tank), hence the efficiencydetermined here is directlyapplicable to our proposed
detector. The efficiencyfor positronannihilationdetectionfor this set-up is 22.39 +/-
0.47% at 50keV threshold.
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Pasadena,CA, 91125, USA

May 18, 1993

1. Introduction

V _,

The use of a Gd-loaded scintillator could considerably reduce both correlated and
uncorrelated background in the 12 ton neutrino oscillation detector for the San Onofre
experiment. The advantages of the Gd-loaded scintillator compared with an unloaded
scintillator are related to the huge neutron-capture cross-section of "°tGd (48,000 barns
against 0.33 barns for protons) and the high energy and multiplicity of the -y's emitted
after the neutron capture (E, ot°l_ 8MeV, M _ 3- 4"t's).

2. Consequences of the higher cross-section

The high cross-section shortens considerably the capture time of neutrons crested
by the neutrino interaction in the scintillator. At concentrations of .05% Gd (by weight)
the neutron capture time is reduced from 166 _ec (value for unloaded scintillator) to
46 _sec and at concentrations of .1% Gd to 27 _,sec fig.[l] end ref.[1]. The coincidence
window for the four-fold coincidence will therefore be decreased by a factor of 3 to 5
from 500 _sec (for the unloaded scintt'llator) to 150 _sec or 90 _sec, respectively and, as
a consequence, uncorrelated backgrounds will be reduced by the sazne factor.

The shorter capture-time will also influence the timing.e_ciency of the muon-
veto, reducing considerably correlated backgrounds from neutrons created by muon-
spallation or muon-capture.

2.1. The influence of the shorter neutron capture time on the veto efficiency

At depths of 25 rowe veto times of 100 _sec are possible without excessive dead-
time losses for through-going muons passing the fiducial volume. We expect a rate of
900 Hz for these events. Through-going muons passing only the buffer without entering
the fiducial volume ( _ 1100 Hz ) will be vetoed for 10 _sec and for muons stopped
in the whole detector (_ 20 Hz) the veto time will be 500 _sec. The deacl-time of the
detector will be about 10%.

Using scintillators loaded with .05%or .1% Gd, the 100 _sec veto will quench the
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amount of spallation neutrons created by through-going muons in the fiducial volume
by factors of 8.8 (= (e=p-:°°/46)-:) or 40, respectively. The number of double-neutrons
created by spallation in the fiducial volume will be reduced even more, as the charac-
teristic time to veto one of the two created neutrons will be reduced by a factor of two.
Therefore, veto-reduction factors of 77 and more than 500 seem to be reachable. The
equivalent reduction-factors for the unloaded scintillator would be 2 for single neutrons
and 3 for double neutrons. Neutrons from muon-capture will be suppressed much more,
due to the longer veto-time. Reduction factors of 20 for hydrogen and 50,000 or 108 for
the two Gd-loaded scintillators can be reached.

Per day about 130,000 neutrons and about 13,000 double-neutrons will be cre-
ated by muon-spallation in the fiducial volume itself (ref.[6]). The related numbers for
muon-capture are about 40,000 neutrons and 10,000 double neutrons. Double neutrons
are especially dangerous. They are created at the same place and at the same time and
therefore, they are able to fake a neutrino signal in a correlated way. The -yburst pro-
duced by the capture of the first neutron on Gd will fake the triple coincidence with a
relatively high probability of 10 % (see table 3) and the capture-7 of the second neutron
will fullfill the 4-fold coincidence with the correct timing behaviour (see ref.[2]). The
high energy of the spallation and capture muons is responsible for two further reduc-
tionfactors leading to an additional reduction factor of 3.5: With a 30 % probability
one of the two fast neutrons will escape the detector and the reaction centers of triple
and single events will be displaced in space. Together with the efficiency for the "rde-
tection ( _ 50 % ) correlated background from double-neutrons will be suppressed by
a factor of 70 (ffi 10 x 3.5 x 2 ) ref.[3]. Including the veto, the final reduction factor
for the .05% Gd-loaded scintillator will become 5,400 for spallation-neutrons and more
than 3.5×106 for capture-neutrons leading to less than 4 correlated background events
per day, compared to about 15 for the unloaded scintillator. The use of a scintillator
loaded with .1% of Gd would reduce this background to less than 1 per day, because
of its 6 times better veto reduction factor. The final reduction factor for the unloaded

detector will be about 850. In this case, the pobability of the 2.2 MeV -yto fake a triple
coincidence via multiple compton scattering is = 3 %. Double neutrons created in the
buffer are negligible, due to the squared additional reductionfactors (opening angle and
absorption). It should be remarked, that all single neutrons living longer than 100 ,sec
are only contributing to accidental background named neutron-soup. This is investi-
gated in detail in ref.[2].

The following consideration holds for both sorts of scintillators - Gd-loaded or
unloaded - in the same way. It is introduced here only for reasons of completeness. In
principle, also single neutrons could fake the neutrino signal in a correlated way: the
multiple fast neutron recoil signal on protons could simulate the triple coincidence and
the succeeding capture -. would lead to the final four-fold coincidence. Alternatively, the
fast neutron could scatter inelastically on a :2C nucleus and the 4.4 MeV deexcitation
"rcould fake the triple coincidence. To suppress completely these fast processes (r 4:
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100 nsec) veto times of 10 _sec are sufficient. All veto times are larger than 10 _sec
and therefore, the detection inefficiency of the muon-veto (< .1%) becomes the limiting
factor for this sort of correlated background.

The production rate of neutrons in the buffer will be 770,000 per day from spal-
lation and 210,000 per day from capture. As an upper limit, 980 of them will not be
vetoed. Opening angle (factor 5) and buffer absorption (not considered here) reduce
this number by another factor greater than 5 to less than 200 per day. In the fiduciai
volume, about 170,000 neutrons are produced and less than 170 will not be vetoed. The
fiducial volume itself acts as an additional muon veto. Therefore, the 170 events will
be reduced by at least another factor of 100. Together with the coincidence-reductJnn
factor of 500 ref.[2] for both processes mentioned above, the background rate from these
correlated events will become less than I per day. Taking into account a reasonable value

,, for the neutron absorption in the buffer leads to the number of .2 per day given in ref.[6].

Fast neutrons created outside the veto are dangerous for the same reason and
are indeed one of the main sources of .background. They are suppressed by the 80 cm
thick boron loaded buffer, but they will contribute with about 3.5 background events
per day (ref.[6]).

2.2 Shorter coincidence time

The influence of Gd on the uncorrelated background was studied in detail in
ref.[2]. At a given homogeneous rate Nt of events [per sec] faking a triple coincidence
and at a homogeneous rate No [per sec] of single events in the correct energy window
the accidental background-rate per day will be:

Nb_,,offi .,Vtx JVox r x 86400 (1)

As the backgroundrate N_g depends on the coincidence time r the use of a
Gd-loaded scintillator will reduce accidental background by more than a factor of 3
compared to the unloaded scintillator.

Gd influences negatively the triple-coincidence rate. There are two main effects:
The amount of radioimpurities might increase. Taking the Gd sample from ref.[4] and
assuming a concentration of .05% Gd, the 2S2Th concentration in the scintillator will
roughly double. As a consequence also the triple rate from the 2.6 MeV -y's doubles.
On the other hand, a different Gd sample investigated by our group was considerably
cleaner than the sample from ref.[4]. The total amount of 2_*U and 4°K is in both
samples nearly not affected. The probability of the -ycascade produced by the neutron
capture on Gd to fake a triple coincidence is a factor of 4 larger than the probability of
the 2.2 MeV .y from the proton capture (see table 3). In ref. [2] it is pointed out, that
both effects result in a slightly enhanced triple rate for the Gd loaded scintillator (.5 --
•6 per sec).
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This shortcoming will be more than compensated by the much smaller single-
event rate of the Gd loaded scintillators. It will be decreased by the high energy of the

y-cascade (= 8 MeV) following the neutron capture on Gd. The y-energy from capture I
of a neutron by a proton in the unloaded scintillator is only 2.2 MeV.

3. Higher energy and multiplicity of the neutron-capture-7's

The neutron cross-section of Gd is strongly dominated by the isotope 157Gdhaving
a cross-section of 254,000 barns. Its abundance in natural Gd is 15.7%. The other
contributing isotope is _55Gd having a similar abundance of 14.? %. But its cross-
section is only 61,000 barns. All other isotopes have negligibly small cross-sections.
In the following only lSTGd will be taken into account. All arguments given for _STGd
will hold in a similar way for l"Gd. The final nucleus lSSGd is highly excited (7.939
MeV) and deexcites via emission of a 7 cascade. According to ref.[5] primary -y's are
emitted in the range between 7.857 MeV and 3.700 MeV, the latter being the lowest
energetic primary 7 detected. Strong lines appear at 5.903 MeV and at 6.750 MeV.
(In l"Gd the primary 7's reach from 3.900 MeV to 8.450 MeV without outstanding
intensities.) Secondary 7's range from 2.200 MeV to very small energics, indicating that
in the average more than 2 7's are created after a capture.

The high energy of the primary 7's helps reducing the accidental background
coming from radio impurities. It enables one to work at thresholds above 3 MeV for
the neutron signal. The dominating part of the y-background from radioactive nuclei
has energies well below this threshold. Only the 2°'TI .-, 2°Spb transition from the 232Th
decay-chain contributes, as well as the decay of low mass radioactive isotopes created
by neutron induced transfer reactions or _ interaction on _2C or 16OoThe background
correlated with these events was studied in ref.[2]. The singles contribution of 7's from
U, Th and K is reduced by a factor of 4 (U and K are important for the unloaded
scintillator), the number of singles correlated with _ induced radioactive nuclei is reduced
by a fator of 5.5 and these of the "neutron soup" by a factor of 2.

4. Monte-Carlo Calculations for neutron efficiency and triple probability

Monte-Carlo calculations have been performed to determine the influence of the
high y-energy and 7-multiplicity on the neutron-efficiency of the 12 ton detector. The
following assumptions were used:

i

• The decay spectrum of _SSGdwas used to determine the energies of the 7's released
in the detector.

• Only two -y's are created at the same random origin equally distributed across the
whole detector. The direction of both -r's was determined randomly. The energy-
sum of both _'s was 8 MeV. Four descrete energy-combinations were calculated"
?- 1, 6 - 2, 5 - 3 and 4 - 4 MeV. For each combination 50000 2-_, events were
calculated. The resulting spectra were normalized and summed up.
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• To produceonlyonespectrum,whichcontainsallinformationaboutthe7'semitted
from Gd thefourdiscretespectraweresummed up.As theintensityoftheemitted

primary7'svariesstronglyoverthespectrum,thefourspectraobtainedforthefour
energycutsmust be normalizedindividually.For thesenormalisationcoefficients

the intensities given in ref.[5] for the individual primary -f-rays were summed up in
energy intervalls of 1 MeV ± .5 MeV. The normalisation factors were normalized

itself by a factor of 100/66, as the sum of all primary gammas from ref.[5] is only
66% of all neutron captures taken into account.

• No acrylic cell-walls have been introduced in the calculation.

• The resolution of the detector was set to 25% FWHM @ 1 MeV.

. Fig.2 shows theresultsofthecalculation.Table1 givesthe7 efficiencyforthe
detector.The detectorefficiencydependson thethresholdusedfortheneutronsignal.
To reducebackground,one attemptsto raisethisthreshold;to maximizeefficiencya
low thresholdisdesirable.In thisrespect3.5MeV seems tobe an optimum. Addition-
ally,inthisenergyrangethe efficiencyisverystableand nearlyindependentofsmall
electronicdrifts.Inref.[2]itisshown,thatalreadyfora thresholdof3 MeV accidental
backgroundissuppressedsufficiently.

The Monte-Carlocalculationgivesan efficiencyof75+-3 % fora thresholdof

3.5MeV. This valueisclearlydominatedby thehighenergeticprimary7's.Table 2
givestheefficiencyforonlyone primary7 asa fuctionofthethreshold.The calculation
was performedforone 7 MeV, 6 MeV, 5 MeV or 4 MeV 7. The efficiencywas 67 %
forthe 7,6and 5 MeV 7 and 62 % forthe4 MeV 7 indicating,thatthesecondary7 is

contributingonlyweakly.Thisalsoindicates,thatneglegtingadditional7'sisa good
assumption,theirinfluenceissurelysmallerthan3 %.

A furtherproblemmight be thedisregardoftheacryliccellwalls,which have

been substitutedby activescintillatormaterial.But due tothefact,thatboth acrylic
and mineraloilareconsistingoflow Z materialonly,and becauseofthehighv-energy,
thisisprobablyofminorinfluence.

A similarcalculationhas been performedtostudy the probabilityof the Gd
induced-fcascadetofakea triplecoincidence.A realtriplecoincidenceisgivenifthere
isa highenergeticpositronsignal(> 1 MeV) detectedinone celland iftherearetwo
.511MeV positronannihilation7'sdetectedinadjacentcells.We plantolookforthe

.511MeV signalsintwo adjacentcellson eachside,respectively.The following5 cell
signalstructurewas simulatedinthe7 Monte Carlo:Inthecentralcellan energylarger
than 1 MeV had to be depositedand in thetwo neighboringcellsleftand rightan
energylargerthan50 keV and smallerthan600keV had tobe observed.An additional

anti-coincidenceinthesurroundingcellswas not required.The resultsaresummarized
intablethree.Two energycutshave been calculateda_sumingthe emissionofthree
7'swith6 + 1 + 1 MeV or4 + 2 + 2 MeV. Both calculationsyieldprobabilitiesof__8
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%. In the writeup above a pessimistic upper limit of 10 % is assumed being a factor of
4 larger than the probability for a 2.2 MeV 7 to fake a triple coincidence via multiple
Coulomb scattering. Introducing a veto condition by looking for the energy of 8 MeV
deposited in the total detector could probably reduce the given probability by a factor
of 2. But even with the pessimistic assumption of 10 % the neutron induced background
is not limiting the experiment.

4.1 Total neutron efficiency

The total efficiency for the neutron capture signal consists of 4 individual e_-
ciencies:

-- _ x _, x _, x _a_ (2)

_, and _ad are the probabilities, that the neutrons will be captured within the
fiducial volume ( e, - 93 ± 5 % ) and the probability of a neutron to capture on a
Gd nucleus and not on a proton ( _ad = 72 ± 4 % ). _, and _a_ have been determined
in additional Monte-Carlo calculationsfor the .05 % loaded scintillator. The results are

presented in fig.3. They axe in agreement with a different Monte-Carlo calculation
of Steinberg et al., ref.[4] giving values of 77 % and 23 %. _ is the efficiency of the
coincidence time ( ¢_ _. 95 % ). The overall efficiency becomes herewith

= .75 x .93x .72x .95ffi .48 (3)

and has to be compared with the efficiency for the unloaded scintillator:

= .56 x..92x 1.0x .95= .49 (4)

The excellent -yefficiency of the Gd loaded detector ('/'5%) is compensatedby the
relatively bad capture probability (_G== 72 %). Usinga Gd-loaded scintillator of .1%Gd
by weight would increase _o_considerably. As we axe not at all restricted by accidental
background from radio impurities the additional increase of =3=This unimportant. The
considerably shorter coincidence time would additionally compensate this shortcoming.

5. Conclusion

The advantages of a .05% Gd-loaded scintillator over the unloaded scintillator
are obvious. Accidental background will be substantially reduced by the shorter coin-
cidence time (factor 3) and by the high threshold applicable for the neutron like event
(another reduction factor of 7). The correlated background from double neutrons will
be suppressed by a factor of 3.5. An overall background rate of about 10 events per day
can be reached.

For a more efficient suppression of background a Gd concentration of .1% per
weight would be necessary. At this concentration the background will be dominated by
fast neutrons produced outside the detector, which enter the fiducial volume by passing
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the 80 cm thick Boron loaded buffer. This background is independent of the amount
of Gd and would limit the background rate to about 5 events/day. Additionally, the
higher Gd concentration of .1% would increase the detector efficiency. Values larger
than 85 %seem to be reachable for the capture probability _a_. Together with a 100 %
timing efficiency reachable by the very short capture time of less than 30 _sec the total
neutron efficiency will increase from 50 % to 60 %.
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number of calculated events 50000

energy first gamma 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0

energy second gamma 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
branching ratios:

bra7_l = .147
bra6_2 = .410

bra5_3 = .285
bra4_4 = .158

Results: Threshold in [MeV]

thresh content %

0.0 47668 .95
0.5 47124 .94
1.0 45435 .91

1.5 44552 .89
2.0 41937 .84

2.5 40561 .81
3.0 38623 .77

3.5 37386 .75
WWWWWWWWWWWW*WWWWWWWWWWW

4.0 35674 .71
4.5 34275 .69

5.0 32626 .65
5.5 31135 .62

6.0 29053 .58
6.5 27022 .54

7.0 24623 .49
7.5 19191 .38
8.0 5690 .ii

Table i: Result of the Monte-Carlo calculation for the Gamma efficiency

of the neutron capture on Gd. Four different calculations have
been performed for four energy-cuts of gamma pairs. The gamma-
energies used are:

7 + 1 MeV 6 + 2 MeV 5 + 3 MeV 4 + 4 MeV

For each energy-cut 50000 double gamma events have been calcu-

lated. The normalisation factors given above as branching ratios
have been used to normalize the individual spectra of the four

calculations. Then the four spectra were summed up and the
summed content of the final spectrum is presented here as a
function of the cut-off threshold.
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number of events I00000

Gamma Energies
thresh 4 MeV 5 MeV 6 MeV 7 MeV

0.0 .81 .78 .77 .76

0.5 .79 .77 .75 .74
i .0 .77 .76 .74 .73
1.5 .76 .74 .73 .72

2.0 .74 .73 .72 .71

2.5 .71 .71 .70 .70
3.0 .68 .69 .69 .69

3.5 .62 .67 .67 .68

v 4.0 .20 .64 .66 .67
4.5 .00 .59 .64 .66

5.0 .21 .61 .64
5.5 .00 .55 .62
6.0 .20 .60

6.5 .01 .53
7.0 .00 .21

7.5 .01
8.0 .00

i

Table 2: Threshold dependen_ efficiencies for high energetic gammas
released in the 12-ton detector. In the Monte-Carlo calculation

only one gamma of respective energy was released into the fiducial
volume. The different columns refer to the energy of the gamma.
The threshold is given _n MeV.
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Triple probability for neutron capture on Gd:

triplegamma: 6 + 1 + 1 MeV 7.0 (.5)%
4 + 2 + 2 MeV 8.5 (.5) % i

doublegamma: 5 + 3 MeV 4.9 (.5) %
6 + 2 MeV 5.8 (.5) %
7 + 1 MeV 3.9 (.5) %

Table 3: The followingassumptionsenterin the determinationof the probability
of the gamma-burstto fake the three foldcoincidence:

Three gammaswiththe givenenergiesare emitted.

The energydepositedin the "center"cell had to be largerthan 1 MeV.
The energiesobservedintwo adjacentcellsoneach side of the
"center"cell respectively,had to lie between50 keV and 600 keV.

No anti-coincidencesusingthe energydepositedin the additionalcells
of the detectorhavebeen applied.

As a testcase, the emissionof onlytwo gammaswas investigated.
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Figure 2: Gamma spectrum obtained from Monte-Carlo calculations for double-gamma
emission in the fiducial volume of the 12-ton detector. Four discrete

energy-cuts have been calculated, normalized and summed up. The

procedure is explained in the text as well as in the subscript of

Table 2. The peak-structures appearing at energies smaller _han 6 MeV

originate from the discrete energy-cuts made. In the experimental

spectrum these structures will be smeared out.
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Figure 3: Calculated capture time and capture probability for a
.05 % Gd-loaded scintillator.

a) Capture on Gd: b) Capture on H
eps(Gd) = 72 % eps(H) = 28 %
tau(Gd) = 39+-5 musec tau(H) = 38+-5 musec

The measured capturetime from fig.l is 45+-2 musec.
An alternative Monte-Carlo mentioned in ref.[4]
gives capture probabilities of 77 % and 23 %,
respectively.
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Appendix 4

Part 1

Monte Carlo Studies of the Backgrounds in the
SamOnotre Detector

M. Chen,V. Novikov

May 18, 1993

Introduction

When considering the trigger criteriafor identifyingthe signal from a neutrino
interactionin the San Onofre detector,it is importantto understandthe potentialsources
of background. The goal, when selecting a signal detectionscheme, is to maximize
signal efficiency while maintainingthe highest possibleIx_ckgroundrejection. Thus, we
would like to know what the likelihoodis of a given backgroundto mimic the signal.
Monte Carlostudieswere undertakento estimatethe susceptibilityof our detectordesign
andtriggercriteriato backgroundsfrom gammasand neutrons.

Background from Gammas

Triple Probabilityfrom Gammas
Gamnm from naturaland muon-inducedradioactivityarean importantbackground.

An estimateof the magnitudeof this I_ckgroundis foundelsewhere in thisappendix.
Ganmmscan imitatethe triplecoincidence signal of a positron. Theycan do so via
multiple Comptonscattering,in manyadjacentcells,leavingjustthecorrectamountof
energy in the ceils (within the selectedtriggerthresholds)to simulatea triplecoincidence.
Energeticgammascan also undergopa/r-production.A positronis producedin this
process and its subseqnentannihilationcan indeedproducea triplecoincidence which
resembles a positron.

The probabilityof a single gamnmto fakea triplecoincidence in the detectorwas
studiedtwice with two differentMonteCarlocodes. One studywas performedby
V. Novikov. His independent code (firstdiscussedin Appendix3 - Efficiency) tracked
gammasrandomlydistributedover thesurfaceof the det_or fiducial volume,
isotropicallyincident into this volume. The specific factorsimportantto the simulation
and particularto this code (as discussedin Appendix3, regardingthe efficiency) were
identical to thoseused in simulatingthe background.Flgun_1 (duplicatedhereand
discussed in a separatepartof this appendix."AccidentalBackground...")presentsthe
probabilityof single gamnmto imitatea triplecoincidence. The triplecoincidence
criteriaused here was a centralcell withenergy > 1MeV and adjacentcells (in a classical
tripleconfiguration)with energybetween50 and 600 keV. No anti-coincidence was
included(thoughearlierstudies found thatinclusionof an anti-coincidencegreatly
increasesthe backgroundrejection).
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The otherstudywas performedby M. Chen using the EGS4code. Inu_.i;sstudy,the
simulationfactorsparticularto this code were againidenticalto those used in simulating
theefficiency (study of M. Chertin Appendix3). Isotropicgammaswere distributed
randomlythroughoutthe fiducial volume. Fourgammaenergieswere simuleted - the
four most importantgammasbeing:

1.46 MeV from4°K(PMTglass)
2.2 MeV from neutroncaptureon H and from2YSUchain
2.614 MeV from232Th chain

4.4 MeV from excitationof 12Cnucleus(via fastneutron).

The probabilityto fake a triplefor varioustriggercriteria(similar to those studiedin
Appendix 3 - Efficiency) aredisplayed in Table I. Note thatthe lowerthresholdtrigger
for detectionof the annihilationgammaswas set to 50 keV, unless otherwisenoted in the
table. Note also thattheanti-coincidence does have a largeeffect and greatlysuppresses
the background. An examinationof Table I andFigure I reveals thatthe triple
probabifityfrom single gammasis approximately2%. BothMonte Carlostudiesyielded
this value - the results fromthe EGg4 study weresfightlyhigherdue to ",heextended
acceptancecriteria for triplecoincidencesand the lack of cell walls in the simulation.

Single Probabilityfrom Gammas
Using the independentcode of V. Novikov, the probabilityfora single gammaof a

given energyto complete a font-fold coincidence was calculated. Thisrequiredthatthe
gammadeposit energy between 1.8 and2.5 MeV (energy resolutionof the detector taken
into account)and thatthe depositionoccurnearthe hypotheticalorigin of the positron
(i.e. a spatialcut factorof 6 was included). Figure2 (duplicatedfrom "Accidental
Background...') plots the single probabilityas a functionof gmmsmenergy. Taken
togetherwith the tripleprobabilityfromsingle ganmuts,one can computethe accidental
backgroundrate in the detector, given an estimateof the amountof radioactive
contaminationpresent. Furtherdiscussion of theaccidentalbackgroundappearsin the
separatesection. "AccidentalBackground...'.

Background from Multiple Gmmnas. Gd-leaded Scintillator

Whenconsidering a Gd-loadedscintillator,one mustbe awarethatthe neutron
capturesignal presentsitself as a uniquebackgroundto be considered. Following a
neutron_ on lSTGdis a gtmnm burstwith 8 MeV total energy. Typicallythreeor
moregmmmtsareemitted- two or threeof themareenergetic. Thus,coincidentgammas
can be created in the detector. The probabilityfor thisprocessto simulatea triple
coincidence is likely to be higherthanthe tripleprobabilityfromsingle g_.

A Monte Cado studywes performedwith the EGg4 code. Gd-calxureevents were
simulated,randomlydistributedin thedetector. Five emission schemes were simulated:

7 + 1 MeV (two 8mmnassimulated)
6+ 2MeV
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5+ 3MeV
6 + I + I MeV (threeganunassimulated)
4+2+2MeV.

In the simulationof a Gd-captureevent, the directionof each decay gammawas
distributedisotropically. Inthis Monte Carlostudy,thesame factorsas consideredin the
EGS4 efficiency andsingle gammabackgroundwere employed. One exception,
however, was thatenergy resolutionwas accidentallyomitted- this shouldn't have a very
largeeffect. Additionally,the EGS4 code was runwith a lower trackingcutoff for
electronsand photonsof 50 keV (i.e. giving greateraccuracy forlow energies). Forthe
trigger criteriaknownas "extendedfive OR with summedupperthreshold,no anti-
coincidence" (please see Appendix 3 for an explanationof this triggerscheme), the
probabilityfor a Gd-captureevent to imitatea triplecoincidence (50 keV lower
threshold)is given in below, for theemission schemes considered:

emission scheme trinleorobabilitv
7 + I MeV 3.9 %
6 + 2 MeV 5.7%
5 + 3 MeV 4.9%
6 + I + I MeV 6.9%
4 + 2 + 2 MeV 8.5%.

We see that in the worstcase, the tripleprobabilityis -.4 times greaterthanthatfor single
ganunas.

Ifone were to employ an anti-coincidence,this tripleprobabilitywould be reduced
significantly. Thus,one should look atall the othercells excludingthe clusterof five
cells thattriggeredtriplecoincidence. Therewould Wobsbly be excess energy deposited
ia thesecells, as the totalenergy of theGd-cal_re gammm sumsto 8 MeV. One would
use this excess energy to reject the triple,attributingit to thisbackground.A high
rejectionthresholdcould be employed, minimizingtheeffect of the anti-coincidence
criterionon the signalefficiency.

Because the totalenergy of the Gd-captureevent is so great,thebackgroundfrom
naturulradioactivityis _cally zero. However,t_ largespatialextentof the Gd-
capturesignal decreases the _ce of a spatialcutin rejectingbackground.Thus,
when consideringthe single probabilityfor Gd.loadedscintillator,one is essentially
consideringjust the "neutron-soup"c_qxurebackground,with no spatialn_je_on. The
four-foldprobabilityis eqmdto thatof the neutroncaptureportionof the signal
efficiency. These iuues arediscussed in "AccidentalBackground...".

With regardsto correlatedbackgroundsfrommultipleneutrons,the increasedtriple
probabilityfrom the Gd-calau_ signal is important. Inthe "two-neutrca"correlated
background,both neutronscreatedby a muon survivethe muonveto andareboth
capturedin the fiducialvolume on Gd, The firstcaptureevent fakesthe triple
coincidence with in_ probability. The second captureevent completes the four-fold
coincidence. Using the worse possible resultfromthe MonteC,ado, an 8% probabilityto
fake a tripleby a Gd-captureevent, one arrivesat a totaltwo-neutronbackgroundrateof
3.6 per day, for a Gd-loadedscintillator.
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Correlated Backgrounds from Single Neutrons

Fastneutronsare a correlatedbackgroundin the detector. They maypenetrateto the
fiducialvolume (un-vetoed)and mayinteractin a cluster of cells, leavingrecoil protons
withequivalentenergyjust in the rightamountto fake a triplecoincidence.
Alternatively,the neutronmightinteractwith a carbonnucleus in the scintillator,exciting
it. The firstexcited stateof t2C decayswith a 4.4 MeV gamma- this gammamay trigger
a triplecoincidence as describedearlier. In bothof these processes,the neutronremains
in thedetector,possibly themu_zing and capturingcompletingthe four-foldcoincidence.
Thus, single neutronscan be the sourceof correlatedbackgroundevents.

MonteCarlosimulations of fastneutronsin the detectorwere performed. An
independentneutrontransportcode was employed (code originatedwith SNO, writtenby
R. Heaton and modified by T. Radcliffeand M. Cben). Far4neutronsof variousenergies
were simulated,isotropically incident intothe detector and randomlydistributedon the
surfaceof thefiducial volume.

The following factors are importantin the simulationof neutronsin the detector.
Multipleinteractionswereallowed. Bothelastic and inelastic scatteringcross-sections
were included(inelastic pm_ss on C). Thetbennafizationand captureof neutronson H
andon Gd is treatedin the MonteCarlo. Captureganunasand gammasarisingfrom the
excitationof t2Carecreatedbut nottrackedby the neutroncode. _ timeof each
interactionis available. For recoilingprotons,the equivalent-ekctre2_energy as a
functionof the protone_ was deducedusing the pmmneterizationof Maier and
Nitschke [1]. Forelastic _goff carbonor gadolinium,theequivalent-electron
energy is nc_igible.

Monte Carloresultsex_,o_,, faronly for the classical tripletriggercriteria. Here. we
requirethatthe centralcell registerover I MeV (no uppe_fluesholdimposedin this
simulation). The adjacentceils must firebetween 50 and600 keV energy. Energy
resolution was simulatedas 25% @ 1 MeV fwhm.

For the probabilitythata fast neutronprodu_s a completetriplecoincidence via
multiple recoilprotonsandcaptureswithinfiducial volume of the scintillator, the Monte
Carlo[gave1.6 × 10-3for 14 MeV neutronsanda prob0i_'ty of 1.2 × 10-3 for 24 MeV
neutrons. Note that the reqtwnementthatthe neutron_ in the fiducialvolume is
importantinthe case of a Gd-ionded scintillatorandless impoe_t in the case of
unloaded scintillator. Foran unloadedscintillator,if the offendingneutronescapes the
fiducialvolume, 2twill most likely be capturedin the buffer. If it captm_ on H in the
buffer(here a boron-loadedbuffer would assist), it might re-directthe 2.2 MeV capture
samma back into the detector. Thus,those neutronsthat"escaped"the fouth requirement
of thecoincidence might still beregisteredin the detector. This is not so for Gd-loaded
scintillator in the fiducial vnlume.

A neutronmight producea correlatedbacklFoundsignal throughtheexcitation of the
4.4 MeV ganuna. Figure3 shows the probabilitythata neutronof a given energy
enteringthe detectorwill excite a 4.4 MeV gamnm. The detector is quitelargeand
energeticneutronshave a long wayto'go as they slow down andlose energy. The top
curve of Figure 3 reveals that the probabilityto producea 4.4 MeV gammais as largeas
40% for a 20 MeV neutron. Thisseems a little too high - we shouldbe a little skeptical
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of this result. However,we will use it in ourestimate. We demandthatthe same neutron
thatexcited the4.4 MeV gamma also capturein the fiducial volume. The lowercurve in
Figure3 displays the cumulativeprobability(4.4 MeV excitation pluscapture). Finally,
we include (manually)thetripleprobabilityfrom a single 4.4 MeV gmmna,which has
been MonteCarlo'ed separately(we must dothis as theneutroncode does nottrack
gammas). Figure 4 gives the total probabilityfor a fastneutronto simulatea triple
coincidence andto capture. Thisprobabilityis approximately2 x 10-3.

Thus, to determinethe complete four-foldcoincidence probabilityfroma single
neutronone shouldinclude the probabilityarisingfrom multiplerecoil protons,the
probabifityarisingfrom4.4 MeV excitationandthe detf_on probabilityof the 2.2 MeV
captureganuna(discussedin Appendix3 - Efficiency). As the detection probabilityof
the capturegamma(in the case of H or Gd) is approximately50%, we cantakethe sum
of 2 × 10-3and 1.6x 10-3 and multiplyby 50%. The total four-foldcoincidence

v_ probabilityfrom single neutrons(of energybetween8 - 24 MeV) is 2 × 10-3. Thus, our
segmenteddetectordesign and "classical"triplecoincidence criteriaareable to suppress
thebackgroundfrom neutronsby a factorof 500.

Conduslem

Monte Carlostudieshave given the following importantrejectionfactorsforneutrons
and ganunas. Forneutrons,the four-foldcoincidence requirementlt_vesa factor500
rejection. Forganunas,the triplecoincidencerequirementincludesa probabilityof 0.02
to triggera triplecoincidenoe (thusreducingtheacxidentalbackground). For coincident
gammaburstscoming fromneutroncapm_ on Od, thetripleprobabilityhas an upper
limit value of 8_.

R_rerlllulcts

[1] K.H. MaierandJ. Nitsd_, NucL instr, and Met&, $9 (1968) 227.
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1
I

Type 1.46 MeV 2.2 MeV 2.614 MeV 4.4 MeV

Classicaltriple
50 keV lower 92:1:10 167 + 13 166 :!:13 159 + 13

Classicaltdple 57 + 7 118 :!:11 114 + 11 111 + 11
100 keV lower

Extendedfive OR 115 + 12 241 + 17 258 + 17 247 + 17
50 keV lower

Extendedseven OR 131 + 14 272 + 20 293 :!:21 277 :t:20
50 keV lower

Classicalw/anti 79 + 9 121 + 11 120:1:11 91 + 10
50 keV lower
,,

Classical w/anti
49 + 7 84:1:9 83 + 9 69 :!:8100 keV lower

Extendedfive OR
103 + 11 193:1:15 209 :!:16 170 + 14w/anti

ExtendedfiveOR

w/antisum upper 102:1:11 183:1:15 184 + 15 136 + 13
0.6 MeV

Extendedfive OR
w/antisum upper 106:1:11 236:1:17 238 + 17 186 :!:15
0.8 MeV

,,,,

ExtendedfiveOR
no antisum upper 118:1:12 297 :!:19 293:1:19 261 + 18
0.8 MeV

Table 1"Triple ProbabilityfromSingleGammas( x !0-'4)
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APPENDIX 4

Part 2

ACCIDENTAL BACKGROUND of the SAN ONOFRE DETECTOR

V.M.Novikov

April 12, 1993

Preface.

In Chapter 1 estimation of accidental background for the scintillator without
gadolinium is given; in Chapter 2 background is adjusted for the case of a Gd-loaded
scintillator (0.05 % by weight). From time to time, some parameters were changed; this
is why the following notes are important.

Important conventions.

Detector location. The detector was assumed to be at 25 mwe underground.
Detector mass. As a target for production of _-induced radioactive nuclei as

well as neutrons in fiducial volume, detector was supposed to consist of 12 t of carbon
(in scintillator) and 0.7 t of oxygen (in acrylic).

Muon flux of 28 sec-lm -2 at 25 mwe is accepted.
Muon trigger rate is 2000 sec -l for veto counters, 900 sec -l for the fiducial

volume of the detector.

Muon veto time is 500 _ for stopped muons, 100 pzec for muons going
through the fiducial volume of the detector and 10 p_c for muons which hit only veto
cou_ters (the latter trigger rate is 1,100 see-l).

Neutron capture time is 170 pzec for the scintillator without gadolinium and
50 _ for the Gd-loaded scintillator (0.05% of Gd).

Coincidence window for the neutrino signal is 500 _tsec for the scintillator
without gadolinium and 150 psec for the Gd-loaded scintillator.
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CHAPTER 1. Scintillator without Gadolinium.

1.Why "y's are dangerous ?

Gammas likely produce both triples and singles in the San Onofre detector (whenever
here, unless explanation is given, terrain "single" means probability for a gamma with
given energy to complete, together with preceding triple, 4-fold background event; this
probability includes both energy and spatial cuts). For gammas randomly distributed over
the detector volume their probabilities to create a triple and a single can be found in [1]
and [2], respectively. Since most gammas are supposed to be external ones, one has to
know probabilities to prod=Lce triples by such gammas,- see Fig.l; these values are very
similar to those for gammas randomly distributed in the detector. Probabilities of gammas
of different energies to prod_lce singles are shown on Fig.2 [2] (to create single, no difference
between external gammas and randomly distributed ones was assumed).

In order to give an idea on the order of gamma flux we should start to worry about,
let us suppose for the gammas of energy of >-1.4 MeV to have (somehow averaged over the
spectrum) probability of 2% to create both triples and singles. Then, taking into account
coincidence window of 500/_sec, we come to equation

_r_bkg -_ 1.7x( 1_)2, (1)

where P_ is a number of gammas entering the fiducial volume of the detector, sec -1, Rb_g
- background of the San Onofre detector, day -1. In other words, the flux of gammas of

10 sec -1 with E_ >- 1.4 MeV give rise to background of 1.7 day -1.
It is not easy to achieve the level as low as 10 _f's sec -1 in 12 t detector; for example,

in LVD experiment the counting rate of _'s with E_>-1.5 MeV is 100 sec -1 in inner single
module of mass of 1 t and surface of ? rn3 [3]; scaling by surface to the San Onofre detector
(_ 8 times larger) gives rate of 800 sec -1. In LSD experiment similar inner module has
rate of 20 - 30 sec -1 for E_>_0.8 MeV [4] which approximately corresponds to the rate of
,,_ 100 sec -1 in San Onofre detector after scaling by surface and having some idea on the
"ys'energy spectrum.

2.Sources of gammas from natural radioactivity.

2SSU and 232Th chains and 4°K are the main sources of gammas from natural ra-
dioactivity. Table I shows mean number of high energy gammas released per decay of each
isotope, including daughters.

Isotope >_.6 MeV .2_1.4 MeV __.2.0MeV

23SU 1.357 0.410 0.088
232Th 1.283 0.483 0.359

4°K 0.107 0.107 0.00

Table 1. Number of high energy gammas per decay of 2_sU, 232Th and 40K.
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In _3su chain high energy gammas (E_ >_..6 MeV) with relative intensities >_ 10-5
are coming from four isotopes [5]: 214Bi (138 lines), 234mPa (81 lines), 214pb (3 lines) and
214Po (1 line). 214Bi is much more relevant than other isotopes.

In 232Th chain _f's are shared more or less uniformly by three isotopes: 2°STl (19
lines), 22SAc (113 lines) and 2t2Bi (11 lines).

In 10.7 % of 4°K decays 1.46 MeV -y is released.
Figs.3-4 demonstrate "importance" each of isotopes of U and Th series mentioned

above.

3.Where -y's are coming from to the San Onofre detector ?

3.1 Passive shielding.
It is very important to make a right choice of the passive shielding. It looks that

combined shielding consisting of low radioactive concrete ("sulfurcrete", [6]) and mineral
" oil buffer is appropriate.

3.1.1 Sulfurcrete shielding.
Compare to lead, sulfurcrete contains U and Th of the similar level as lead (in weight

%, see Appendix 1 and [6]), produces much smaller fast neutron flux and is supposed to be
much cheaper. The latter allows sulfurcrete to be used as a constituent of the walls of the
laboratory which significantly simplifies the construction of the experiment. The thicknessl
of sulfurcrete should be ,,. 60 cm or more; if so, we can assume that _f flux from the walls
is coming mostly from the radioactivity in the sulfurcrete itself.

To calculate "yflux from the sulfurcrete ,ufface, the following relevant numbers were
used: mean values of A=20 and Z--10 were taken, i.e. one-element medium instead of
compound *; density p--2.44 g/cm3; weight fractions of 23sU, 232Th and 4°K are 9 ppb,
11 ppb and 86.8 ppm, respectively (see the table of Appendix 1); all V-lines mentioned in
the Chapter 2 were taken into account.

Resultant "7spectrum, in terms of c-m-2sec -1, is shown of the Fig.5. Scaling to the

detector's surface (50 m s) gives integral number of gammas of 930 sec -l with E_>_1.4
MeV. This is a lot (equation (1) giv_ background of _-15,000 day-l), i.e. necessity of
additional passive shielding is obvious.

3.1.2 Muon veto, buffer.
The muon veto and the buffer are supposed to consist mainly of acrylic and mineral

oil. I'll assume that they do not _ve rise to "yray flux. There are two requirements needed
to be satisfied: 1. Thickness should be enough to reduce flux of "y'sfrom concrete, 2. At
least buffer should be loaded with boron; this shifts energy of neutron's capture gammas
from dangerous 2.2 MeV (capture on 1_I) to safer 0.7 MeV (capture on I°B) as well as
reduces flux of thermal neutrons into detector's volume.

The buffer+#-veto thickness of 63 cm required for effective moderation of fast neutrons

[7] still allows _,20sec -l of "y'swith E.r>_1.4 MeV enter the fiducial volume of the detector.
Let's choose 80 cm (which is logic, at least, because such a thickness is required for the

* The validity of this assumption was verified to be correct by comparison with Monte
Carlo calculations using EGS code. Thanks to Mark and Raif providing me result of -y
transportation in concrete.
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scit_tiUator's _i,__i layer for reduction of 1.46 MeV 7 flux from PMTs to the level of 5
sec-'l-see next chapter). This reduces "y flux to the level of 8.8 sec -1 of _>1.4 MeV -y's.
Convolution of the _/s' energy spectrum (see Fig.6) with energy-dependent triples' and
singles' probabilities (Figs.l,2) gives expectation of 0.121 sec -1 of triples and 0.156 sec -1
of singles.

3.2 Photomultipliers.

Photomultipliers XP4512B contain a lot of potassium (see Appendix 2): 7 % of K20
in the window (312.5 gramms of $80151 glaoq per each photomultiplier). This is 2.2 kg
of potassium from 120 photomultipliers. As a result, ,_ 7,30C sec -1 of 1.46 MeV "y'sare
coming into 47r(or 3,700 sec -1 in direction of the fiducial volume of the detector while from
the sulfurcrete the flux of 1.46 MeV -y's is 685 sec -1 per 50 m2). There is a contamination
of PMTs by 238U and 232Th also but I'll presume most part of such gammas coming from
walls.

For initially proposed dead layer of thickness of 50 cm the counting rate behind it will
be _- 50 sec -1 which is not acceptable, tleduction up to the level of 6 sec -1 (or 0.075
sec -1 of triples and 0.001 sec -1 of singles, respectively) requires 80 cm of scintillator to be
a dead layer. Probably we should start to think about using PMTs with smaller content
of potassium.

3.3 Radon.

Not radon is dangerous itself but its decay product 224Bi. There are not so many
high energy gammas in its decay, but, instead, cascade of -y's is very usual for 214Bi which
is often even more dangerous for us than just a single % For further discussion I'll accept
equality of a 222/1r_decay to a 2.2 MeV "yin meaning of probability to produce a triple
and s single (one should calculate probability to produce a triple and a single per 1 decay
of 214Bi).

Usually outdoor radon concentration varies in range of 0.1-0.4 pCi/l (4-15 Bk/m 3)
with, depending on the location, sometime significantly higher or lower values [8]. Mea-
sured at the _..me location, indoor concentration is always higher than outdoor one. Table
2 show radon concentrations at three underground sites [9].

.......

Site Windsor Mont Blanc Sudbury

222Rn, Bk/m _ 2, 74. 371
......

Table 2. Radon activity in different underground sites [9].

All values listed in Table 2 were measured when ventilation was "ON". With ventila-

tion "OFF" radon concentration is icreasing rapidiy by hundreds times [10].
For 12 t San Onofre detector location we should use 222Rn concentration numbers

given for Mont Blanc or Sudbury rather than Windsor's one (in the latter case extremely
low radon concentration is explained by the location of the laboratory in salt mine, with
very low content of 23sU in salt). Moreover, it is known that radon concentration varies
very significantly in time (for example, in Mont Blanc site it varies in the range of 1 to 4
pCi/l, or 40 to 150 Bk/m 3, [10]).
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In the San Onofre detector radon is located in sir gaps between detector's cells; full
volume of sir is estimated to be -- 0.5-1 m 3. Obviously, special care should be made to
eliminate flux of radon into detector's cavity. For example, assuming radon activity of 40
Bk/m 3 and "active" sir volume of 0.5 m 3, from (1) one get backgroung in San Onofre
detector -- 30 day -1 - just from the radon!

The (only) possibility to reduce such a background is to place the whole detector
(i_cluding buffer and # veto) into housing with permanent flow of radon-free sir inside
it. In this case concentration of radon in detector's cavity will be govern, presumably, by
radon coming from PMTs, resistors, cables, etc. Hopefully, we can reach the level of 0.1
pCi/l, or _- 2 sec -1 (in 0.5 m 3 of sir), or, in another words, 0.046 sad 0.174 sec -1 of triples
and singles, respectively.

3.4 Active volume of the detector.

_ Fortunately, relatively cheap components which constitute inner part of the detector
can be found (mineral oil, acrylic). Nevertheless, some background is also coming from the
detector itself; part of it is due to natural radioactive contamination while muon induced
activity is also not negligible.

3.4.1 Natura/radioactivity in acrylic and scintillator.

I'll suppose here 0.3×10 -12 g/g of :-_8U and 0.3×2a2Th [11], <41.×10 -9 of 4°K [12] in
mineral oil, 21.× 10-12 of 2saLt and 17.×10 -1_ of232Th in acrylic [13]. The corresponding I
number of decays of 2asU and 2a2Th in mineral oil (12 t) is 0.066 sad 0.022 sec -1, corre-
spondently, in acrylic (2.16 t) is 0.561 and 0.148 see -1, correspondently. From 4°K there
are 2.3 sec -1 1.46 MeV -f's in the fiducial volume from the scintillator (upper limit).

Again, one should perform calculations in order to interpret 1 d_ay of 23sU or 232Th
in terms of "triples" and "singles". Here I'll again will presume that 1 such s decay in
acrylic (both for triples and singles) and in scintillator (for singles) is equivalent to 2.2
MeV "y while such a decay in scintillator has two times higher probability to produce a
triple.

After all, one can get that 0.049 sec -1 of triples (,_60 % of them are from 40K) and
0.070 sec -1 of singles (_ 0.4 % are from 4°K) are coming from components of the inner
detector itself.

3.4.2 Muon induced radioactivity.

3.4.2a Capture and spallation products. 12C (12 t in scintillator) and 1sO (0.7 t
in acrylic) are main producers of/_-induced radioactive nuclei. For stopped muons, I'll
suppose 8% and 25% of nuclear c&pture probability for 12C and 1sO, respectively [15]. I
accept also neutron multiplicity of 0.8, i.e. --20%/_ captures without neutron emission.
This means (for p-stopping rate at 25 m w.e. of 50 kg-ld_y -_, [15]) production of --104
of I_B and 1.8×10 _ of 1aN per day. From #-spallation (assuming neutron production
rate of 11 kg-lday -1 and two-to-one neutron emission probability of 0.1 [16]) 1.2×105 of
11C, 1.2×104 of 1°C, 0.7x104 of 160 and 0.7×10 a of 140 per day are formed. 1_O is not
important (its decay contahls no gammas; the positron from its decay is effectively absorbed
by acrylic). Taking into account decay scheme of each isotope I accept prob&bilities for
12_, 1aN, 10C, 11C, 140 to create a triple as 0.%, 1.%, 20.%, 10.%, 5.% and probabilities
to create a single as 2.%, 2.%, 6.%, 6.%, 6.%, respectively. In other words, this is 0.167
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sec-I of triples and 0.095 sec-1 of singles.

3.4.2b "Neutron soup". Three main sources constitute "neutron soup": 1.Externai
neutron flux, 2.Neutrons from the buffer, 3.Neutrons produced in fiducial volume.

Our estimation gives expectation of 1,800 day -1 of external neutrons with E,___.5
MeV. It corresponds to the total number of neutrons hot more than 5,000 day -1 (even
if we accept pessimistic suggestion of #-capture neutron spectrum as a neutron source
spectrum).

The number of capture and spallation neutrons produced in the buffer and entering
the detector is estimated to be 15,000 and 70,000 day -1, respectively. Neutrons from
#-capture axe effectively vetoed by 500 _sec stopped-muon veto. Of 70,000 spallation
neutrons, about 40,000 are produced by muons which hit only veto counters but not the
fiducial volume of the detector (i.e., 10/_sec veto time is appllied).

Neutrons produced in fiducial volume from /_-capture are effectively vetoed. Of
130,000 spallation neutrons 72,000 are still alive after 100/_sec.

Total unvetoed "neutron soup" is 117,000 day -1, or 1.354 sec -1. This means .033
sec -1 of triples and 0.118 sec -1 of singles.

3.5 Construction materials.

Any construction materials aimed to icrease mechanical properties of the detector.
should be avoided unless they have radioactive purity of _10 -l° g/g or better in 23su and.
2S2Th. For example, 1 t of material with a very good purity of 10-9 g/g brings background
nearly 60 day -l.

4.Background estimation.

Table 3 summarizes the accidental background components discussed above. I remind
that thickness of buffer (+ #-veto) as well as scintillator's dead layer were chosen to be 80
cm; sulfurcrete was supposed to be of infinitive thickness.

Triples, sec -l Singles,sec -1

Passive shielding 0.121 0.156
Photomultipliers (only 4°K) 0.075 0.001

Radon 0.046 0.174

U,Th,K in scintillator and acrylic 0.049 0.070
#-induced radioactive nuclei 0.167 0.095

"Neutron soup" 0.033 0.118
0.491 0.614

Table 3. Accidental background components in the scintillator without Gd.

With 500 _ coincidence window background of the San Onofre detector will be
13 da_l-l. Further reduction of background is possible by increasing of buffer's thickness.
On the other hand, Table 3, of course, is not complete; few Unknown inner background
components (or underestimation of listed ones) may exist which can sweep out effect of
passive shielding.
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CHAPTER 2. Gd-loaded Scintillator.

Compare to pure C,_H2,_, in Gd-loaded scintillator one has smaller neutron cap-
ture time and more energetic neutron sygnal. In general, this leads to better sygnal-
to-background ratio; more in details, this means:

1. Reduction of background singles' rate (while the triple rate will be essentially the
same);

2. Reduction of accidental part of background: 1.due tu smaller coincidence window
(for external gammas, inner natural radioactivity and and long-lived /z-induced nuclei);
2.due to better working veto time for through going muons (for "neutron soup");

3. Reduction of correlated part of background - due to better working veto time for
through going muons (for background from multiple neutrons).

_ Below the results of estimations of accidental background counting rate for scintillator
without gadolinium (Chapter 1) are revised for the case of Gd-loaded scintillator.

1.Passive shielding.

Gd-loading will not change the rate of triples from external gammas (0.121 sec -1).
The rate of singles will be _ro; this is because of the fact that even the most energetic
-y from natural radioactivity (2.6 MeV, 2°ST/) is far from the lower threshold of neutron-
sygnal (3 MeV). Yield from the well known cascade 0.583 MeV×2.614 MeV (- 3.2 MeV)
is negligible (unbelievable that both gammas will penetrate the buffer).

2.Photomultipliers.

"I_dplerate will be the same as for the scintillator without Gd (0.075 8ec -1) while for
the reason mentioned above the single rate will be zero.

3.Radon.

The_same argument works for background from radon, i.e. we'll have 0.046 sec -1 of
triples and no singles (to be more correct, in decay of U4Bi there are transitions in which
gammas with E.y >_3.0 MeV are released - but with summed up yield of ,,,10 -4 - which
is negligible). On the other hand, word "radon" always meant 222Rn here. In some cases,
activity of 220Rn (which is much more efficient to produce singles in Gd-loaded scintillator
than 222Rn) could be of the order or even higher than that one from 222Rn [8]. However,
in our case (radon housing, buffer, sulfurcrete) we are much more safe from 220Rn flux due
to its small half-life (,_ 1 rain).

4.U, Th and K in acrylic and scintillator.

Radiopurity of liquid scintillator will depend on the purity of Gd. Gd content of 0.05%
means that any radioimpurity in Gd will be diluted by liquid scintillator by 5 × 10-4. Let us
accept Gd purity given by Steinberg [17]: 5 ppm of K, 0.005 ppm of 2_2Th and 0.0007 ppm
of 2_U. The purity of the scintillator considered in Chapter I after loading to it 0.05% of
gadolinium will be 0.65×10 -12 g/g of 2_sU, 2.8×10 -12 g/g of23_Th sad <_44.×10 -9 of K.
In other words, compare to the original C,,H2n scintillator, C_dbrings almost no effect in
K, approximately 2 times worse purity in 23sU and almost 10 times worse purity in 2_2Th.
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Corresponding number of decays of 23sU and 232Th in scintill&tor (12 t) is 0.143 and 0.205
sec -l, respectively, in acrylic (2.16 t) is 0.561 and 0.148 sec -1, respectively (numbers for
acrylic do not differ from those ones given in Chapter 1). From 40K there are 2.5 sec -1 of
1.46 MeV 7's from the scintillator (upper limit).

Again, I'll suppose that the probability to produce.triple event by a decay of 23sU or
232Th is 2.3 % and 4.6 % frosn acrylic and scintillator, respectively. After all, triple rate
will be 0.070 sec -1 (--.55 % o_ them are from 40K).

For singles the situation is different from the case of scintillator without gadolinium.
Only decays of 2°STl (from 232Th chain) are important, and they are very efficient to
produce singles. In energy, I'll put 50 % and 100 % efficiency that >_3.0 MeV is detected,
for acrylic sad scintillator, respectively (the difference between acrylic sad scintillator is
that in the latter case beta particles are counting too). Spatial cut reduces both numbers
by a factor 6. We also should take into account branching ratio of 0.36 of 2°STl in 232Th
chain. After all, rate of singles will be 0.0i7 sec -1.

5.Muon induced activity.
5.1 #-induced radioactive nuclei.
Unlike to 3.4.2a of the previous Chapter, the single rate from this background source

will be much less (for production rate of radioactive nuclei and their probabilities to create
a triple see Chapter 1). Taking into account decay scheme of each isotope I'll accept.
probability for 12B, 16N, 1°C, 11C, 140 to produce &single as 10.%, 15.%, 1.%, 0.%, 10.%,
respectively. In other words, this is 0.167 sec -1 of triples sad 0.017 sec -1 of singles.

5.2 "Neutron soup".
Unvetoed neutron rate of 38,000 day -1 is coming from external flux (5,000) and flux

from the buffer (--33,000 ffi 40,000×e -l°'/_v') - 3.4.2b of the previous Chapter.
Of 130,000 dav -1 spallation neutrons produced by muons going through the fiduciai

volume of the detector --17,000 are still alive after 100/1_,c.
Therefore, total unvetoed "neutron soup" rate is 55,000 day -l, or 0.637 sec -l. This

means 0.015 sec -1 of triples and 0.055 sec -1 of singles.

6.Summary of accidental background.
Table 4 summarizes the accidental background components discussed above.

..... Triples, sec -1 Singles, sec -1
,,,

..... Passive shielding 01121 -
Photomultipliers (only 4°K) 0.075 -

Radon 0.046 -

U,Th,K '_nscintillator sad acrylic 0.070 0.017
/z-induced radioactive nuclei 0.167 0.017

"Neutron soup" 0.015 0.055
0.494 0.089

Table 4. Accidental background components in the Gd scintillator.

With 150 _sec coincidence window accidental background of the San Onofre detector
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will be 0.494xO.O89x(150.x 10-_) x (8.64x 104) = 0.6 day -1. !
The important question should be verified:
- Do we have the same spatial background suppression factor for singles as for the

scintillator without Gd? (In particular, is it the same 1/6 for gammas from n-capture on
Gd as it is for 2.2 MeV 7?).
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CONCLUSION.

As a conclusion, it looks that accidental background counting rate of 13 day -1 in
scintillator without gadolinium and <_1 day -1 with Gd-loaded scintillator (0.05% of Gd)
is reachable in the San Onofre neutrino detector. As fax as detector's design is concern,
the following conditions should be satisfied:

- combined passive shielding consisting of sulfurcrete of "infinitive" (at least 60 cm)
thickness and mineral oil based buffer of 80 cm thickness;

-only high purity materials should be used for inner detector's part and buffer (_ 10-12
g/g). The latter should be boron loaded;

- 80 cm scintillator's dead layer at the PMT side;
- both inner detector and the buffer should be located inside the housing which pre-

vents from the radon flux.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1
Probabilities of -ys of different energies to create a triple in the San Onofre 12 t detector.
Random distribution over the surface; random angular distribution into 21r (in direction
of the detector). Central cell lower threshold 1 MeV; "wing" lower and upper thresholds
are 0.05 and 0.6 MeV, respectively; no anticoincidece.

Figure 2
Probabilities of -ys of different energies to create a single in the San Onofre 12 t detector
[2]. For definition of "single" see text.

Figure 3
Intensities of _f lines with E__>0.6 MeV from isotopes of 238U chain.

Figure 4
Intensities of -y lines with E_>_0.6 MeV from isotopes of _32Th chain.

Figure $
-f flux from sulfurcrete, cm-2sec -1.

Figure 6
"yflux from sulfurcrete behind the buffer+#-veto shielding of 80 cm of thickness.
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APPENDIX 1. Composition of sulfurcrete.

ii

Element Weight % 1

' H 0.034 I
C 11.41 I

0 44.96

Na 0.0434 [
Mg II.II
M 0.0434 !
Si 0.081 I
S 12.96

K 0.00868 [
Ca 19.27
Mn 0.0434
Fe 0.0868 I
Zn 0.0434

m

Th 11 ppb |

U 9 ppb I

Table 4: uSulfurcrete" Compomtion. This table does not include the boron which I
is to be added to improve neutron absorption. For the present design this has i
been set at the level of 1% by weight, and the above numbers would be modified
accordingly. The thorium and uranium content was measured by INAA aE the |
Univer_ty of Guelph.

!

I
I
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APPENDIX 2. Potassium content in photomultipliers. _<

PhiHp, Phntnni.. R ive.
-- ,,,,,,

Date: 18/8/92 From: Bob EsmelJer

. f Tel s 19.33.55.86,37.58
Fax : 19,33.55.86.37.73

To : Wayne Seemungal

Copy: J.Lettleri

P.L'Hermite/J.Nussli/R. Leclercq

Subject:Potasslum in XP4512B

The total weight of the window of the XP4512B is 312.5 grams
(type of glass is S801511.
The Weight percentage of Potassium oxyde is 7_

Regards,

Bob Esmei_er e



APPENDIX 3. Composition of mineral oil.

Elemental Research Inc. September 15, 1992
309-267 West Esplanade
North Vancouver, B.C.
V7M IAS, Canada

ICP-MS Analysla

Sample Identity : Mineral oil + pseudocumene mix
E.R.I. Reference : 3964dup2

Total Element Concentrations [micrograms per litre (ppb)]

ELEMENT MASS CONC ELEMENT MASS CONC

Lithium 7 44 Beryllium 9 < 2.4
Boron I0 < 5.5 Sodium 23 not.det

Magnesium 25 1100 Aluminium 27 730
Silicon 28 not.det Phosphorus 31 not.det
Potassium 39 < 41 Calcium _8 < 26

' Scandium 45 mol.int Titanium 49 < 3.6
Vanadium 51 2.4 Chromium 53 41

Manganese 55 < 1.9 _ron 56 < 25
Cobalt 59 < 2.7 Nickel 62 < 6.6
Copper 63 < 2.2 Zinc 66 64
Gallium 71 < i.I Germanium 74 1.5
Arsenic 75 < 0.2 Bromine 79 < 6.4
Selenium 82 < 6.5 Rubidium 85 < 1.0
Strontium 88 < 0.6 Yttrium 89 < 0.7
Zirconium 90 < 0.8 NioBium 93 < 0.9
Molybdenum 98 < 1.1 Ruthenium 101 < 0.9
Rhodium 103 < 0.3 Silver 107 < 0.8
Palladium 108 < 0.8 Cadmium Iii < 1.7
Indium 115 int.std Tin 120 < 1.7
Antimony 121 1.2 Tellurlum 126 < 3.2
Iodine 127 < 2.2 Caesium 133 < 0.6
Barium 138 < 0.8 Lanthanum 139 < 0.6

cerium 140 < 0.8 Praseodymium 141 < 0.6
Neodymium 146 < 0.9 Samarium 149 _ 1.4
Europium 151 < 0.6 Gadolinium 157 < 1.3
Terbium 159 < 0.5 Dysprosium 163 < 0.8
Holmium 165 < 0.6 Erbium 166 < 0.6
Thulium 169 < 0.4 Ytterbium 172 < 1.0
Lutetium 175 < 0.5 Hafnium 178 < 0.8

Tantalum 181 < 0.5 Tungsten 184 < 1.1
Rhenium 185 < 0.6 Osmium 190 < 0.7
Iridium 191 < 0.7 Platinum 194 < 0.8

Gold 197 < 0.8 Mercury 200 < 2.9
Thallium 205 < 0.6 Lead 208 < 1.1
Bismuth 209 0.3 Thorium 232 < 0.6
Uranium 238 < 0.5

mol.int - molecular interference
int.std - internal standard used

not.det - not determined _.._.q_._

AnalySt. ........__
3964i0r
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APPENDIX 4

Part 3

BACKGROUNDS _n the SAN-ONOFRE NEUTRINO DETECTOR
from MULTIPLE NEUTRON EVENTS

M. Chen and V. M. Novikov

' (hpr  993)

The problem.
*.

Once two (or more) neutrons are appeared in the fiducial volume of the 12 t detector,
the background event can be created ill the following way: after both neutrons are captured
on protons, two 2.2 MeV gammas are appeared in the detector in time window of ,_ 500
/_sec. While the first 2.2 MeV 3' produces fast triple, the second one complete 4-fold
ba_:kgroung event.

"Double-neutron soup" intensity.

For the neutron production rate from #-spallation of 11 kg-lday -1 at 25 m w.e.
of depth, 130,000 neutrons will be born ill the fiducial volume of the detector (12 t of
liquid scintillator). The ratio of two-to-one neutron emission was measured to be 0.1 [1].
Therefore, about 12,000 double neutrons will appear ill the detector per day.

Since all spallation neutrons are vetoed by 100 #sec muon veto time, only fraction
(1 - f) of double neutrons will survive, with

/ = Pn + P_ - P_ = 0.692, (1)

where Pn = 1-e -1°°'/17°" = 0.445 - probability for a single neutron to be captured in 100
/_sec. Therefore, 3,700 double neutrons are still alive after 100/_sec.

Probability of 2n to produce background event

The probability of background event from double neutrons can be written approxi-
mately as

P2,_ = P3Ple2,_(E1, E2)Disp, (2)
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where P3 = 2.4x10 -2 is a probability for 2.2 MeV 7 to produce fast triple [2], P1 = 0.5
is a probability for 2.2 MeV "y to be attributed as a neutron signal [3], e2n(E1,E2) is a
probability for both neutrons with initial energies of El, E2 and with random distribution
of the point of their origin over tile detector's volume to be captured in the detector (no
large error if one uses instead just e(E1 )e(E2), where _(E,) is the probability for the neutron
of the energy Ei to be captured inside the detector; values of e(E_) for a couple of energies
axelistedinTable 1 as wellas the valueofe2,(10,10)),Disp- displacementfactor;it
introducesreductionofei_ciencyforeventsotherthana realneutrinoevent.Disp-1 for

trueneutrinoevent,Disp=I/O foraccidentalbackground[3].

Background estimation

Let us estimatebackgroundoftileSan Oncfredetectorfrom doubleneutronevents
assumingbothneutronshavethesame energyof10MeV.

For thiscase,e2n(10,10)-0.6(seeTablei).Fig.1shows thedistributionofdistance
betweenpointswhere two neutronswere captured.Mean distanceis_ 25 cm, i.e.no

greatdifferencecompareto 10 cm (mean distancebetweenneutrinocaptureand neutron
capturepointsina trueneutrinoevent[4]).Due tothis,we shouldacceptDispnotlower

than 1/2. The,:, from (1), P2,f3.6x10 -3, which leads to background rate of _.13 da!/-l. :

References

1.L.B.Bezrukovetal.Soy.J.Nucl.Phys. 17 (1973)987.
2.M.Chen,"Monte CarloStudies...',internalreport,August 27,1992.
3.V.M.Novikov,"Efnciencyofthe...",int.report,August 19,1992.

4.M.Chen,"ModellingtheSan OnofreDetector",present,atAlbuquerque.
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" -T'Ae,Z.._ "/

i

Energy (MeV) Probability_forcaoturQ
5 .797 :t:.009 (Monte Carlo statisticalerror)
10 .753 + .009
15 .716 + .008
20 .674 + .008

for two 10 MeV neutrons - predict probability for random double
capture:

(.753)2 = .568 + .013

from Monte Carlo - correlated double capture probability:
._ .601 +_.009

again for two 10 MeV neutrons - predictprobabilitythat at least one of
the two neutronswillcapture:

1 - (1 - .753)2 = .939 + 0.004
°

from Monte Carlo - probabilitythatat least one of the twoneutrons
was captured:

.864 _ .011

q.3-3
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APPENDIX 4

Part 4

FAST NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS at STANFORD

M.Chen,V.M.Novikov
Caltech

and

, B.Dougherty
Stanfo_ University

Mtrch 10, 1993

1 The purpose of the experiment.

The external fast neutron flux constitutes an important background component of
the 12 t San Onofre neutrino detector. After penetrating passive shielding of the detec-
tor, a fast neutron can produce a triple coincidence (through triple recoil protons or/and
through other reactions such as inelastic scattering off 12C which gives rise to 4.4 MeV
gammas) and subsequently capture on 1H. Such a 4-fold correlated background event is
not distinguishable from true neutrino events for the current design of the SO detector. To
estimate background of the SO detector from fast neutrons, one has to know 1) absolute
fast neutron flux at 20 m w.e. of depth, 2) propagation of fast neutrons through buffer,
3)probability to create 4-fold correlated background per neutron. The purpose of this
experiment was to measure the absolute neutron flux at 20 m w.e.

2 Experimental setup.

The experiment was performed at the Stanford Underground Facility at a depth of 20
m w.e. Neutron flux was measured in four different configurations: 1) Inside Pb shielding
of 10 cm, 2) Inside 2--component shielding: 30 cm wax (inner) and 10 cm Pb (outer), 3)
Without shielding (i.e. concrete surroundings), 4) Inside wax shielding of 35 cm. For iden-
tification of neutrons, conventional pulse-shape discrimination technique based on CAN-
BERRA 2160A PSD module was used. A 5 L cell filled with NE 235C liquid scintillator
was used as a detector of neutrons.
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3 The detector. Its calibration and response.

3.1 The detector.

The detector is a cube (17 cmxl7 cmx17 cm, external dimensions) made of acrylic
sheets with 0.625 cm thick walls. It is filled with _5 L of NE 235C liquid scintillator which

provides the best separation between neutrons and gammas [1]. The scintillator is viewed
by four 3" XP2312 PMTs placed on one side of the detector.

3.2 Dsta taking.
Conventional NIM and CAMAC modules were used for data taking (see Fig.1 for

electronics schematic). Both amplitude and width of the incoming pulses were recorded.
Data were accumulated on a PC. A hardware lower energy threshold was set at _,0.9 MeV.
For short-time runs, data could be taken ill "two-dimensional" files in which energy and
PSD were recorded directly (with width of energy channel of -_6-7 keV at 2.5 MeV); while
for long-time runs, data were binned (with width of energy channel of -_1(30 keV at 2.5
MeV). Tile latter was required to save memory.

;3.3 Calibration of the detector.

Energy calibrationwas providedby 232Th source(2.62MeV "_)and 1 Ci * PuBe

neutronsource(50 mCi') AmBe was usedinpreliminarymeasurementsatCaltechbase,
ment). Typical232Th spectrumisshown on Fig.2.PuBe providesthreeenergypoints:
2.2MeV fromneutroncaptureon iH aswellas4.4MeV and 7.6MeV gammas; thelatter

two arecomingfrom de-exitationofcorrespondinglevelsof12C [2]which areproducedin
thereaction9Be(a,n)12C.Energy spectrumfrom PuBe isshown on Fig.3.

The PuBe sourcecalibrationsprovidedinformationon theseparationofneutronsfrom

gammas. The "two-dimensional"spectrumgivesthebestrepresentationofthisseparation
(Fig.4a).To estimatequantitatively,one canintroducetheseparationfactorS,definedas:

D
S = (1)

+w.)'

withnotationdescribedinFig.4b.For a narrowenergyintervalat 2 MeV, S was found
to be ,_0.95 (and slightly better at higher energies). Bubbling with nitrogen for 3 hours
led to a significantly better value of 1.2. However, this effect was swept out in a few days,
presumably, by outgassing from the acrylic walls.

3.4 Response to neutrons.
The response function of the detector to neutrons involves many physics processes.

Below we discuss the main ones modelled.

1.Energy of recoil proton as a result of neutron elastic scattering off 1H is uniformly
distributed fronl 0 to incident neutron energy. This is due to the fact that the proton and
ne',,tron have the same mass.

2.Electron-equivalent energy (seen in the detector) is not a linear function of the
energy of the recoil proton. Monte-Carlo simulations for this experiment used the fol-

lowing dependence [3]: Te=fxT_p/2 for Tp<_T+ and TefgxTv-h for Tv>_T+, with f=0.183

• Activity of c_-source. Probability for neutron emission is -_6x10 -s per _.
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MeV -1/2, g=0.63, h=l.1 MeV, T + =,5.25 MeV. For neutrons in energy interval 8-20 MeV,
the above function gives electron-equivalent energy roughly 50 % of the actual energy of

the proton (Ee=3.94 MeV for Ev=8 MeV, Ee=ll.5 MeV for Ep=20 MeV).
3.The important question is: how is tile incident neutron slowing down in the detector?

Do we see always only one signal from a neutron or we can resolve the pulses from two
recoil protons produced by the same neutron? Fig.6 shows the time distribution between
occurrences of the first and last recoil protons, with energies higher than 100 keV, created
inthedetectorbya I0MeV neutron.As onecansee,everythingistakingplacewithin<20

ns,which ismuch lessthan tileamplifier's(TENNELEC 205A) shapingtimeof500 us.
Therefore,independenton how many timesa neutroninteractedinthedetector,we always

dealwith a singlesummed pulsefrom it.(However,theprocedurefortransformationof
recoilprotonenergyintoelectron-equivalentenergyshouldbe done foreachrecoilproton

separately,witha followingsummation oftileelectron-equivalentenergies).
_ 4.What is the role of carbon for tile energy response function? We suppose that the

electron-equivalent energy of a recoil carbon atom is always zero (of course, the effect of
slowing down the neutrons as a result of interactions with carbon atoms was taken into
account).

5.What happens if a neutron creates, inside the detector, not only recoil protons but

also 4.4 MeV gammas from inelastic scatter.ing off"carbon? We threw away such signals,
presuming that tile PSD module would reject them as gamma-like. Actually, it introduces
only a small effect if we accept such events as neutron-like counts.

4 Raw data.

For each of tile four configurations, data were recorded in short runs of ,_10 h of
duration. Data were accumulated for 110 h with Pb shield, 250 h with Pb+wax shield,
330 h without shield and 310 h with wax shield. Not all data were accepted but only
those runs which satisfied our "visual inspection" (quality of gamma peak in each short
run); in all, only 40-70 % of the da,t_ were taken into account. Figs.7-10 (as well as tables
1-4) present counting rates of "neutron-like" events for all four configurations in terms
MeV -1 hour -1, with 50 % neutron selection efficiency.

Time, h Trigger rate, sec -1 n-like event rate

Pb 44. 3.8 0.394 4- 0.049
Pb+wax 102. 3.3 0.089 4- 0.016

No shield 195. 99.-105. 0.124 ± 0.014
Wax 240. 24.-25. 0.066 + 0.009

1. Trigger rate for a lower threshold of -,,0.9 MeV.

2. Rate of neutron-like events in 4-8 MeV energy interval, with 50 % neutron effi-
ciency, in units MeV -1 h -1.

Table 5. Measurement time of accepted data, mean trigger rate and neutron-like event
rate in all four configurations of the experiment.
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Energy, MeV Rate, MeV-lh -1 Energy, MeV Rate, MeV-lh -1
....

1.90000 3.34091 1.74286 0.857843
2.23333 2.04545 2.02857 0.446078
2.49574 2.84849 2.30336 0.148620
2.73511 1.42424 2.56765 0.370370
3.11808 0.996970 2.92059 0.133333
3.59681 0.664646 3.36176 0.244444
4.08384 0.734120 3.80294 0.111111
4.60548 0.331818 4.24813 0.196428
5.15342 0.082955 4.70000 0.043137
5.70137 0.539204 5.15455 0.150981
6.24932 0.580682 5.60909 0.004706
6.79726 0.207356 6.06364 0.021569
7.34521 0.124432 6.51818 0.043137
7.89315 0.207386 6.97273 0.043137
8.44110 0.373296 7.42727 0.043137
8.98904 0.165909 7.88182 0.107843

Table 1. P b data. Table 2. P b-wax data.

Energyl MeV - Rate, Mev-lh -1 Energy, MeV Rate, MeV -lh -1
,,

1.77500 9.62051 1.83333 1.73750
2.02500 3.40513 2.16667 0.700000
2.27500 2.42051 2.43590 0.670313
2.53500 1.31054 2.66827 0.369136
2.89500 0.820513 3.01442 0.269630
3.34500 0.284900 3.44712 0.202222
3.79500 0.296296 3.87981 0.144444
4.23500 0.166965 4.33344 0.06145S
4.65833 0.209231 4.81463 0.09395S
5.07500 0.172308 5.30244 0.059791
5.49167 0.073846 5.79024 0.051_'_
5.90833 0.098461 6.27805 0.0S3;:5
6.32500 0.073846 6.76585 0.059791
6.74167 0.049231 7.25366 0.0341¢_,;
7.15833 0.073846 7.74146 0.017(_1
7.57500 0.073846 8.22927 0.07G_:_

T_ble 3. No shield data. Table 4. Wax data.

Tables 1-4. Counting rates of neutron-likeevents (with 50 % efficiency).
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Countingwith50 % efficiencymeans thatonlythoseeventswerecountedwhich were

foundon the rightsideoffthe expectedmaximum ofthe neutronpeak (informationon
relativepositionsofthegamma and neutronpeakswas obtainedfrommeasurementswith

the PuBe neutronsource).For eachconfiguration,informationfrom thecorresponding
calibrationwas used.Table5 somehow summarizestheresultsobtained.

5 Results and conclusion.

5.1Stra_ghtforwaxdsolution.

How can we handlethedata? One possibilityistofittheexperimentaldata tothe

expecteddetectorresponsefora givenneutronspectrum.Itcouldbe themuon-capture
neutronspectrum [4]ifwe presume theprocesstobe responsibleforproductionofmost

k

neutrons.Such a procedurewas performedforthePb-data (Fig.11).The experimental
pointsfitquitewelltotheMonte-Carlocalculatedresponse.

5.2 Conservative approach.

Careful look at Table 5 forces us to be more conservative. The neutron production
rate per cm 3 of Pb is supposed to be much higher than that in wax; at the same time, in
wax, neutrons are slowing down much more efficiently than in lead. Both factors should -

result in a much higher neutron flux in Pb than in wax shielding; for example, in [5] the
estimated n-flux in Pb is ,_70 times higher than that in Pb+wax. Therefore, the question
is: why is the counting rate of neutron-like events in the 4-8 MeV energy interval (Table
5) only ~5 times higher in Pb than in wax? It appears that the answer is clear: inside the
wax shielding we have measured the BACKGROUND in the detector caused by muons.
Therefore, we should accept the following sequence of data reduction:

1. With detector inside wax we performed a good measurement of background.
2. Data obtained with detector inside Pb+wax shielding are not useful. We should

discard them. Compared to measurements inside the wax shielding, the 1.5 o excess in
the counting rate of neutron-like events in the 4-8 MeV region (Table 5) for Pb+wax
is explained, presumably, by the somewhat poor quality of the wax shielding in these
measurements (there were a few places where the wax shielding was less than 10 crn and
even a few small open gaps).

3. The background (wax) counting rate should be subtracted from the "Pb" and "No
shielding" rates (all numbers are listed in Table 5, for 4-8 MeV energy interval). This
gives (with correction for 50 % neutron counting efficiency), counting rates of neutron-like
events, in the 4-8 MeV region, of 2.624:1:0.399 h -I and 0.464:1:0.133 A-1 for the detector
inside 10 cm Pb shielding and without shielding, respectively.

4. The last two numbers (2.624 and 0.464) axe convolutions of the absolute neutron
flux, the neutron spectrum and the detector's response. Therefore, for a known detector
response function (discussed here earlier) and neutron spectrum, (we accept the Pb and Si
/_-capture neutron spectra [4]for the detector inside Pb and for the unshielded detector,
respectively), it is easy to find the absolute neutron flux.

5. Unfortunately, we are not able to define the neutron spectrum from our measured
detector spectrum. Instead, we'll use the integral counting rate of "neutron-like" events
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in the 4-8 MeV energy region and with some assumption of the spectral shape, we'll give
the absolute neutron flux. For an improved design of the experiment (see discussion in
5.3), the shape of the neutron spectrum can be obtained too.

Therefore, everything is based on the integral counting rates in the energy interval of
4-8 MeV. It is important to know the range of neutrons' energies which give rise to this
counting rate; Fig.12 presents the probabilities for neutrons of different energies, crossing
the detector, to be detected as a neutron-like event with electron--equivalent energy depo-
sition of 4-8 MeV. As it is seen from tile Fig.12, for this chosen energy window, the detector
is sensitive mostly to neutrons of energy _10-30 MeV, peaking at _15 MeV. Fig.13 shows
the absolute neutron fluxes obtained in tile way discussed here. Fig.14 presents the integral
neutron fluxes (corresponding to the mean values of 2.624 and 0.464 h -1).

5.3 How could we do it better?

The technique we used to measure neutrons is quite good for relatively high neutron
fluxes. However, its sensitivity is limited by the unfavorable flux ratio of fast neutrons
to muons for very low fast neutron fluxc._ (such as expected inside the wax shielding).
Sensitivity can be significantly improved if one places tile detector inside an active anti-
muon veto.

5.4 Conclusion

Accepting the assumption that neutrons have an energy spectrum like that arising
from /_-capture, we have measured the absolute fast neutron flux at 20 m w.e. inside
Pb shielding and without shielding (concrete surroundings), see Fig.13. In partic'_lar, the
integral flux of neutrons with En>_ 10 MeV is (6.0:i:1.7)x10 -T cm-2s -1 in the concrete
surroundings. Besides [5], we do not know if some other data on neutron flux at 20 m w.e.
exist; anyway, it would be interesting to compare these numbers with those which exist:

Flux, crn -2 s-1 Depth,m w.e. Energy range Ref.

1 (6.5-7.2) x !0 -s' 0. total flux [6]
2 (1.1-3.2) x 10-3 0. thermal neutrons [6]
3 ~1.5x10 -3 0. _ 8-30 MeV [7,8]
4 (2.2::i::1.4)x10 -° 12. _ 8-30 MeV [8]
5 (6-7)× I0-4 15. totalflux [6]
6 1.1 x 10-4 15. total, #-capture only [6]
7 1.2x10 -5 20. "fast flux" (no threshold) [5]
8 2.3x 10-s 550. 20-80 MeV [9]
9 12.3-1-0.7)x 10-7 3600. >2.5 MeV [10]

10 18.9-t-5.8) x 10-8 3600. >_2.5 MeV [11]

Table 6. Experimental data on neutron fluxes at different depthes.
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APPENDIX 1: Neutron spectrum after p-capture [4,12].

Neutrons emitted after p-capture are usually classified as 1)direct and 2)" evaporation"
neutrons.

Direct emission refers to the neutron created in the elementary process

_- + p_ n + v_. (1)

These neutrons have high energies, from a few MeV to as high as 40-50 MeV.
Most of neutrons emitted after #-capture seem however to be "evaporation neutrons".

Ill intermediate aad heavy nuclei the excitation energy acquired by the neutron formed in
thecapture process is shared with other nucleons of the nucleus and a "compound nucleus"
is formed. This intermediate excited nuclear state then loses energy by boiling-off mainly
low-energy aeutrons.

' As far as our experiment is concerncd, only direct neutrons seem to be of interest for
us. For these neutrons, the energy spectrum falls approximately in an exponential manner:

E

Y (E ),,,exP( -E-_o) . (2)

The parameter E0 was measured to be 8.6:h0.5 and 10.34-0.5 for neutrons produced from
p-capture in Pb and Si, respectively. These two numbers were used in Monte Carlo
simulations to interpret our experimental results.

The figure below demonstrates a comparison of theory and experiment for 214Bi. In
addition to the simple "direct neutrons" approach, the "pre-compound" emission was also
included by considering separately the neutrons which have scattered once on other bound
nucleons. The calculated integrated intensity of the direct and "pre-compound" emissioa
amounts to 14 % per capture. By adding to it the 86 % of cases of compound nucleus
formation, the solid liae of the figure is obtained.

Bi (_,vxn T) Pb
10-_ _ _, _, experimental

--.-- direct
.... precompound
--- evaporation

_ total theory

.o I0"z-
f

o /--'---"&?_,".._

.._:.'!

/J t I t I I ! I I ! 1 1 I i I I I t

0 5 10 15
E/MeV
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. ScheL_atic of the apparatus.

Figure 2. Energy spectrum of the detector from '7 232Th source.

Figure 3. Energy spectrum of the detector from neutron PuBe source.

Figure 4. Pulse-width spectra from neutron PuBe source.
a) "Two-dimensional" spectrum.
b) Spectrum for a certain narrow energy window.

Figure 5. Pulse--width spectra from background.
a) "Two-dimensional" spectrum.
b) Spectrum for a certain narrow energy window.

V'

Figure 6. Time distribution between 1_t and last recoil protons of at least 100 keV
electron-equivalent energy appeared in the detector from a 10 MeV neutron.

Figure 7. Counting rate of neutron-like events of the detectnr located inside 10 cm
lead shielding (50 % efficiency of neutron counting).

Figure 8. Counting rate of neutron-like events of the detector located inside shielding
consisting of 30 cm of wax (inner) a,,:i 10 cm of lead (outer) (50 % efficiency of neutron
counting).

Figure 9. Counting rate of neutron-like c_ents of the not-shielded detector (50 %
efficiency of neutron counting).

Figure 10. Counting rate of neutron-like events of the detector located inside 35
wax shielding (50 % efficiency of neutron counting).

Figure 11. Data in Pb with normalized #--capture neutron spectrum.

Figure 12. Probability for a neutron crossing the detector to deposit 4 to 8 MeV
electron-equivalent energy.

Fiqure 13. Differential neutron flux at 20 m w.e.

Fi_ure 14. Integral neutron flux at 20 m w.e.
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APPENDIX4

Part 5

Estimating the Fast Neutron Background at 25rowe for the
San.Onofre Detector

N. Mascarenhas
i

We estimatethe productionof neutronsat a depthof 25 m.w.e of soilvia two
processes:rouencaptureandmuonnucleardisintegration.An estimateis given
of neutronsproducinga full4 foldcoincidence(background)inthe detector.A
simpleneutronbufferattenuatesthe neutronsfrom the surroundingsoiland the
neutronsin the detectorafterthe bufferis computed.Primaryneutronsfrom
cosmicray showersare stronglyattenuatedat 25 m.w.eand are negligible.

1)Muon capture neutron==

Neutronsproducedvia muoncapture are computedusingthe methodoutlinedby
S. Chamlambus,(Nucl.Phys.A 166) 145.

Let I neutbe the rate of neutrons"producedvia rouencapture,then
i neut= Imxfaxfcxfn

Im= 60/kg day,isthe m" stoppingrate at 25 m.w.e, (see S. Charalambus).
The atomiccapturefractionsfa, in a compoundare estimatedusingthe Fermi
Teller law. ForSIC2 fa(Si)=,0.466,fa(O2) = 0.533
The nuclearcaptureprobabilityis fc(Si) = 0.6 (fromS. Charalambus)andfc(O2)=
0.2

The neutronmultiplicityfn from capture is assumedto be 1.

This givesa neutronproductionrate of 16.8/kgday forSi and 6.5/kg day for 02
in SIO2. Soil isassumedhere to be mostlySIC2. Thus the neutronproduction
rate in SiC2 is 23/kg day (fromthe mass fractionsof SIand 02). We assume 1/2
the neutronshave ebergyabove5 MeV. Thus the productionrate of neutrons
with enoughenergyto triggerthe detectorisabout 11/kg/dayin soil.The same
rate for mineraloil is 3/kg/dayat 25 m.w.e.

Next the energyspectrumof these neutronsis takenas
N(E) = e -E/101VleV.(fromT. Kozlowskiet al. Nucl.Phys. A 436, (1985) 717)

Fromthisspectrumone cancomputethe fractionof the totalneutronspresentin
a givenenergybin.

The neutronattenuationlength forsoil is assumedto be the same as for
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concrete,whichis knownforvariousenergies(see Table I).

Neutronsproducedin the soilare alsoattenuated.So it is incorrect to take a

thick(-lm) productionlayerforall neutronenergies.Lowenergyneutronsare
attenuatedeasily
in the soiland soonremoved,higherenergyneutronstraversea longerdistance.
The fullfledgedtransportof neutronsis a complicatedproblem.We make a
simpleassumption: onlyneutronsproduced inone attenuationlengthof material
are relevant.

The densityof soilat the site is notknownandwilldepend on the watercontent.
Here we assume soilhas a densityof 2 g/crn3.( notethe densityof concreteis
2.3g/cm3and Nevada testsitesoilsaturated100% withwater is 1.25 g/cm3,
howeverthe wallsof the Labcan be assumedto be concrete,sothisestimateis

conservative).

To obtaina neutron rate fromthe Labwallswe assume25% of the neutrons

producedare Incidentinward.
Not all the neutronsfrom the wallswill reachthe detector,the fractionreaching
the detectordependson geometry,we assumeabout 25% reachthe detector.
The resultsare shownin Table 1.

2)Muon Induced spalletion neutrons

Muon inducedspallationneutronproductionrateis obtainedfromL.B. Bezrukov
et 8.1.(Sov.J. Nucl. Phys.Voi. 17, No. 1, July 1973) and is 11/kg/dayfor bothsoil
and rockat 25 m.w.e. The energydistributionof neutronsin muoninduced
spallationis reportedto be a power law similarto the spectrum at sea level. We

use a spectraldistributionN(E)-.E"1.3 (S. Hayakawa Phys. Rev.84, (1951) 37,
and D. Lal.). We assume100% of the spallationneutronshave energiesabove 5
MeV. The above functionis then integratedto give a normalizationand one can
computethe fraction of the total in eachenergybin.The resultsare shownin
Table 1.

3)Neutrons After a Buffer

Usinga 76 cm mineraloil bufferwe esfi_mt._the numberof neutronsafterthe
buffer. The attenuationin a givenrr_lerlal varieswith neutronenergyand this
mustbe included. Neutronsare produced inthe bufferfromboth spallationand
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m" capture. The neutronproductionrate frommuoncapture is a strongfunction

of Z (approxlamatelyproportionalto Z4). Thusmineraloil or polyethyleneare
suitablecho'cesfor buffers.

i. Neutron background from production in the Buffer volume:

The rate of captureneutronsproducedin a 76 cm oil buffer( about70 tons)
210,000/day. The rate of spallationneutronsproducedin the bufferwith energy
above 5 MeV in the detectoris about770,000/day.
We have optimizedthe buffersize to reducethe netP,ronsfromoutsidewhile

keeping the neutronsproducedinsidethe bufferlow. In additionitmay be
• necessaryto add boronto the bufferto soakup thermal neutronsand reducethe

2.2 MeV gamma raysfromcaptureon hydrogen. 10B whichis about 20% of

naturalB, has a very large thermal capturecrosssection(3 kb) ascomparedwith

a few bamsfor H. The 10B capture does notproduceany gammaabove 0.5
MeV, This reducescontributionsto singlesandtriplesratesinthe 12 ton
detector. Aftercorrectingfor solidangle andselfattenuationin the bufferone
hasthe followingneutronsin the flducialvolumefromproductioninthe buffera)
15,000/day fromcapture b) 70,0001dayfrom spallation.Mostof theseneutrons

are rejectedbythe tight(99.9% efficient)2 Iwer muonvetosurroundingthe
• buffer. This leaves85 neutrons/dayunvetoedin the detector.Includingthe

2x10-3 probabilityto make a fourfoldleavesa backgroundof 0.2/day.

ii)Neutron background from production In the aurroundlng soil.

Afteraccountingfor solidangle and attenuationInthe bufferwe have214
neutrons/dayfromcaptureand 1580 neutrons/dayfromspallatlonin the flducial

volume.The correlatedbackgroundfromthese neutrons (includingthe 2x 10-3

probabilityfor a 4 fold)is 3.6/day.

iii) Neutron background from production in the fiduclal volume.

i
The 32 detectorcellswhichformthe activedetectorcontain16 tonsof mineral

o11.There are 48,000 capture neutrons/dayand 176,000 spallationneutrons/day

producedin this volume. Mostof.theseare rejectedbythe muonveto (99.9%
efficiency)leaving224 unvetoedneutrons/day. Includingthe probabilityfor a 4
foldcoincidencegivesa backgroundof 0.5/day.
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Table 1
Single neutronbackgroundfrommuoncaptureand spallationa tera 76 cm rain.oil buffer

11 n/kgday fromcapture inrock

11 n/kg day fromspallationinrock neutronsafterbuffer
@ 25rowe

Energy E atten length , auen In J.l. J.l.76 cm
bin (MeV) MeV minolicm mln.oil capture ........ sPa!lation

5-10 5 8.8 0.00018 5.3 0

10-20 15 13 0.0029 121 135

20-30 25 15 O.0063 114 1O0

30-40 35 17 0.011 78 73

40-50 45 20 0.022 64 121

50-100 75 35 0.114 400 742

100-500 200 52 0.23 3483

500-1000 700 58 0.27 _ 71 273

>1000 2000 65 0.31 J 366

productionof >5MeV neutronsInoll
fromspallatJon 11/kg day
fromcapture 3/kg day

@25rowe Total 857 /d 6310 /d

after 25% geometryacceptance 214 Id 1580 /d

montecarlo2x1_3efficiencyto producea 4 foldcoinc. 0.43/d 3.1/d

total externalunvetoablesingleneutronbackground 3.6/d

neutronsin fld vol from productionin buffer 70 tons(after 85000/d
solidangleand selfattenuation)

neutronl from bufferafter veto(0.1% inefficiency) 224/d

backgroundfrom bufferneutronsafter 2xl(_3for4 foldcoinc. 0.5/d

neutron_ produced in flducialvolume 16 tons 224000/d

backgroundfrom fldvol neutronsa_r veto(0.1% ineff) 0.5/d
and 2x10 for 4 fldcoinc

Total 4.3/d
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APPENDIX 5

Notes on Rates and Target Parameters for the
San Onofre Detector

Nicholas Mascarenhas

We present an estimation of the rates and some target parameters for the San
Onofreneutrinodetector. The Goesgen reactoroscillationexperiment(Ref 1) is
useclto scale the ratesto ourexperiment.

' 1. San Onofre (32 cell volume):

The 12 ton San Onofre detectorcontains32 cellsof mineraloil based liquid
scintillatorin the centraldetectorvolume. Eachcellis 9 m x 0.5 m x 0.13 m. The
scintillatorcontains85% mineraloil, 15 % pseudocumeneand 3 g/I PMP. The
volumeof each cell is 585 liters.

.

a) Volume
total volumein 32 cells 18720 liters
mineraloil (85% w) 15912 liters
pseudocumene(15% w) 2808 liters
3 grn/LPMP 56 kg

The densityof mineral oil is 0.838 gm/cc and the density of pseudocumene is
0.889 gm/cc,thus

b) Weight
mineraloil in 32 cells 13.32 tons
pseudocumene 2.49 tons

Total 15.8 tons

c) Protons (H/C = 1.894)
mineraloil 1.147 1030

pseudocumene 0.15 1030
PMP 0.00255 1030

Total 1.299 1030
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d)WC ratio in San Onofre scintillator
H/C 1.894

e)Fiduclal target (28 cells, 7.4 m long)

protonsinfiducialvolume (9m - 2x0.8m)xo.Sm/0.13m x 28 cells 0.934x1030
weight 11.37 tonsof target.

2) Goesgen detector

In Goesgentherewere 30 activecells filledwith NE 325 C mineraloil based
scintillator.
a) Volume
in 30 cells 377 liters

b) Protons (WC = 1.7)
in 30 cells 2.5 1028

3)Scaling the Rates
The rates expectedat San Onofreare scaledusingthe followingformula

nevents= k x efficx powerx Nprotons/ (distance2)
These rates are summarizedin Table 1 for the 12 ton San Onofre detectorand
the Tendon gallery detector. The positronannihilationdetectionefficiency for
the 12 ton detectoris 20 % at a 50 keV threshold(for the 511 keV gamma rays).
The neutron detectionefficiencyis about50%. This gives a combinedefficiency
of 10%.
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PARAMETER GOESGEN SAN ONOFRE(tendon) SAN ONOFRE(12t)

reactorpower 2814 MW 3300 MW 3300 MW x2
distance 37.9m 24.5m 650m
activecells 30 6 28
totalcells 30 12 32
cell volume 12.54liter 12.56liter 585liter
targetmass 0.324tons 0.065 tons 11.4 tons(rid)

protons 2.5 1028 0.5 1028 0.934 1030
H/C 1.7 1.7 1.894

detectioneffic 16.7% 3% 10%
e+ threshold 0.8MeV 0.8MeV 0.8MeV

-_ overburden 4mwe 20mwe 25mwe
buffer 20cmwater none 7rcm oiI,Bloaded

5mmB4C
14cm Fe

veto muon muon muon
signal/day 91.1 9 16.3
background/day90 20 13
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